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FOREWORD

This selected annotated bibliography was developed by the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University under contract N00123-77-C-1081 in support of project
ZI170-PN (Human Processing of Large Automated Data Base), subproject ZIl70.PN.03
(improving the accuracy and usability of automated personnel information systems). The
work was sponsored by the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower, Personnel, and
Training, OP-01). The subproject was directed toward resolving fundamental human
engineering design issues in systems that contain man/computer interfaces. Preliminary
research for this subproject was performed under subproject ZF55-521-001-022, work unit
03.03 (forecasting new task requirements).

This report provides a selected annotated bibliography of technical literature
relevant to human/computer transaction tasks. Operator-analyst and software program-
mer roles are represented by the majority of references. The literature review was
completed in June 1978 and results were used at the Navy Personnel Research and
Development Center in research to resolve fundamental human engineering design issues
for computer systems. The mathematical techniques used in this subproject to project
operator performance can be used for other forecasting problems.

The bibliography is being published at this time to make it available to the research
community and to others developing systems requiring man/computer interfaces.

The contracting officer's technical representative was Dr. F. A. Muckler.

JAMES F. KELLY, JR. JAMES J. REGAN
Commanding Officer Technical Director
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IMNTNON

Problem

The area of human/computer interaction constitutes a significant portion of present
research in human factors engineering. While many questions still require investigation, a
large amount of work has appeared in the literature to date.

Purpose

The purpose of this effort was to provide a bibliography for use by those developingsystems containing man/computer interfaces.

Approach

An extensive computerized library literature search of the National Technical
Information Service and Psychological Abstracts files was conducted. Only references
that are readily available, either in reprint form or from the author, were included in the
bibliography.

Results

The resulting annotated bibliography is provided in the appendix. It includes selected
references from numerous technical reports, journal articles, and texts relating to
human/computer transactions. Operator-analyst and software programmer roles are
represented by the majority of the references included. Computer-assisted instruction,
computer-managed instruction, and the role of the computer in training are not covered in
this bibliography. The references included are concerned primarily with display format-
ting, error modeling, performance assessment, query languages, keyboard and data entry,
data organization, and speech input/output.

Abstracts written by the author of each reference were used where possible. In
instances where no formal abstract was available, a brief summary written by the
compiler of this bibliography is provided.
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Abrams, M. D., Lindamood, G.E., and Pyke, T. No, Jr. Measuring
and modeling man-computer interaction. Pr eedjagu ual2
s2g S i u n QA _Iur eut a!I f1_ft jon UI), Palo
Alto, California, February 26-28, 1973, 136-142.

The Dialogue Monitor has been developed as a tool for tho
measurement of computer service. The objectives of such
measurements are defined. A set of models and measures ar .
developed. Operation of the Dialogue Monitor and analysis of

Sthe data obtained are briefly discussed.

Alden, D. G., Daniels, P. 3., and Kanarick, A. F. Keyboard design
and operation: A review of the major issues. HRq . Flac rs,
1972, 14, 275-293.

* A search of the psychological, technical, and promotional
literature was conducted to compile information relevant to
key, keyboard, and operator characteristics. The most recent
and significant articles were discussed and evaluated. Vher
possible, general conclusions have been drawn to aid +h?
keyboard designer.

Alford, E. C. and Buck, J. . A unit task simulator for off-line
evaluation of man/computer interfaces. Eroeediq 2 t e

.11 f m iaJ s &ssogiaj+ion, 6tb Annual Meeting,
Santa Monica California: Human Factors Society, 1976.

A method is shown for simulating individual operator
man/computer tasks and collecting performance statistics.
This method employs a minicomputer with structured software
that receives user-writter programs for the specific
processes and for display formatting. users can easily try
out and evaluate alterraive interface designs, differont
combinations of task assignments, or various formattino
dialogues. Job and task performance characteristics are
directly obtainad. An illustration is given. These
performance characteristics may be used comparatively or as
inputs to a total system simulation for the design of larqe
an/machina systems.
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Alluisi, F. A. qetbodology in the use of synthetic tasks to
assess complPx performance. Human Factors, 1967, 2, 375-384.

The application of synthetic tasks to the assossmnt of
comvlex performance is discussed in relation to the trad;e-
offs involved in achievinq adequate levels of face validity
and in specifyinq the exact chances in psycholoqical
functions that may result from particular environmenta1
manipulations. It is argued that the multiple-task
performance battery approach can provide levels of face
validity adequate to maintain tbh motivation of subjects
whilp at the same time permitting the identification of
changes in specific performance functions. Tho
characteristics of this approach are discussed in relation to
a proaram of research on the effects of confinement and
demanding workres+ scbedules on crew performance.

Ambrozy, D. on man-computer dialocue. Inte§It&12RA- 12HIal of
j.tn_?lachine Studis, 1971, 2 (4). 375-383.

Ev-ry man-computer interaction involves some kind of
dialoque; howevar it is not yet fully clear what kind of
activity can be called a dialogue and how to calculate its
simpler parameters. This paper surveys some aspects of +he
seeminqly simple Problem and presents a formulation of the
dialogue and of the basic human factor influeucing its
course: the specific fatique associated with the information
prorrssinq work of the human nervous system.
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Atwood, P. and Ramsey, ff. R. Cognitive structures in the
comprehension and memory of computer programs: r
investigation of computer program comprehension debugging.
Englewood, Colorado: Science Applications, Incorporated,
Report No. SAI-77-194-DE., October, 1974.

A theoretical framework, based upon recent studi.s in
cognitive psychology on memory for text, was developq.d to
explain certain aspects of human behavior during computar
program comprehension and debugging. A central concept of
this framework is that the information contained in a proqram

is represented in a proqrammer's memory as a con.ecteP,
partially ordered list (hierarchy) of "propositions" (units
of information with properties similar to those observed in
research on text memory). An experiment was performed to
test the hypothesis that the difficulty in finding a program
bug is a function of the bug's location in this hierarchy. I
This experiment, which was based on a paradigm previously
used by others, compared the effects of bug location, bug
type (array, iteration, assignment) and specific program.
Subjects were 48 undergraduate students with a minimum
experience level of three computer science courses. Each
subject debugged two separate programs, with one type of bug
at two different hierarchical levels in each program. A
preliminary analysis suggested that all three factors --
program, bug type, and bug location -- significartly
affected the timp required to locate program bugs. Detailed
analyses, however, suggested the program and bug type
variables could be explained in terms of the bug location
variable and that a bug's locatior in a proram's un erlyin,
propositional hierarchy is a principal factor affecting
performance in a comprehension and debugging task. The
difficulty in detecting a bug is a function of the bug's
location in the propositional hierarchy that a programmer
constructs to represent a program. Programs should be
written so as to avoid unnecessarily deep hierarchies and
modularized so as to minimize the rumber of propositions in a
given section in order to facilitate computer program
comprehension and debugging. The principal contribution of
this research is the demonstration of an initial theoretical
framework which, with further development, may assist
considerably in the integration of research findings and the
guidance of future research on the psychological aspects of
soft ware development.
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Baker, J. n. Proqrammed instruction as a mothcdoloqical tool ir
psychological research. Journal o Programmed [s.tuct1 on,
1963, 2 (1), 20-23.

The use of programmed inst.ruction as a methodological bo in
psychological research is presented as a means for incr-asinq
experimental control. one advantaqe in using programmed
instruction in the oriertation and training phase of
psycloloqical studies is that it insures controllid
presentation of complex instructions for novel experimental
tasks which use unique materials. A second advantage is that
it reduces to a minimum the personal interaction between
experimenter and subject, which could introduc- bias into the
experimunt. It is suggested that an inventory of programs
for common experimental tasks would provide a basis for
better intrastudy generalization ir experimental psychology.

Baker, J. D. Quantitative modeling of humar performanca in
information systems. orgonornics, 1970, 13, 645-664.

This paper summarizes an approach toward developing a general
informatin system mcdel which focuses on man and cinsidrs
the computer only as a tool. The ultimate objective is to
produce a simulator which will vield measures of system
performance under different mixes of equipment, personnel and
procedures. In structurinq the framework for this model the
assuvp+ion was made that men have five basic and critical
operations to perform in an information system: screen,
transform, input, assimilate and decide. These operations,
cr functional areas, are interrelated along three dimensions:
(1) a data flow and processing dimension: (2) a task
analysis dimension for each event in the data flow sequence;
and (3) a source of variation dimension, such as level of
training. The model approach described has several major
Fol .s of payoff. Among the immediate benefit is thr-
Fotential for usinq the model to quantify human performance
by employing system measures and the value of the model as a
tested, usable tool for developing test and evaluation plans
which will provide human factors data as part of the
informtion system design verificatior checkout.

Baker, J. D. How will improvements ir man-machine irntirfacq
affect learning? In R. J. Seidel and M. L. Rubin (?As.)
QppatrEs and comn1Vtcaton: 2R§ for education.
Pew York: AcadtarcPris, 1477, TYV79-386

This paper defines information systems and makes suqglstions
concerninq comptitrs-in-education problems, display problems,
and man-computer interaction and information transfer.
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Baker, J. D., Race, D. J., and Ncfendry, J. R. The transform
operation in TOS: Assessment of the human component.
Arlington, Virginia: U.S. Army Behavioral Science Research
Laboratory, Technical Research Note 212, August, 1969.

Forty-seven simple messages were given to 14 individuals
familiar with TOS or G3 operations, or both. Their task was
to select an appropriate format for each message. Half the
men used a simple job aid devised by the experimenters; tho
ether half used a ,,menu" type listing of available formats.
The time taken to complete the entire task was recorded.
Individuals also rated the degree of confidencs they had that
the proper format had been selected. Average error rate in
format selection was 22%. Mean time to read the message and
select a format was approximately 50 seconds. Performance
with the job aid was neither better nor worse thin with the
menu type listing. Messages of different types and subject
matter differed in error rate of format selection. The study
provided baseline data with which future performance can be
compared. The findings suggested some approaches to training
and alternative methods for the transform process.

Barmack, J. F. and Sinaiko, H. W. Human factors problems in
computer-generated graphic displays. Arlington, Virginia:
Institute for Defense Analyses, Report No. S-234, April,
1966.

This paper reports a review of the state of the art with
respect to human factors as applied to interactive graphical
computer systems. Information in the report was derived from
toth a review of the literature and visits to 14 facilities
employing such systems. The review is broad in scope,
including discussions of: CRT display parameters, display
coding, display flicker, three-dimensional displays, and
symbols, input devices, including keyboards, character and
speech recoqnition, light pens, and switches; general system
properties; and a theoretical discussion of the use of
computers to enhance creative effort.
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Bar-ett, G. V., Thornton, C. L., and Cabe, P. A. Human factors
evalua+ion of a computer-based Information storaqe .r
retrieval system. Human ZaVos, 1968, 10, 431-436.

The human factors aspects of a computer-based informatior
storaq' and rptrieval system were eva..uated in thr~e~
qovf rn me nt in+1lliqence services using questionnaire and
interview techniques. It was found that many factors nntpred
into satisfaction with the information system, includinq
familiarity, ease of use, and importance. Other relevan+
factors included training in tho use of the system, amount
and type of information to meet need in the system, and
tolerarces of individuals for irrelevant material in the
output of searches. The interaction of these factors is
discussel in relation to satisfaction with the system.

Bergman, C. A. An airplane performance control system: A fliqht
experiment. flan_ Elc , 1976, .18, 173-182.

Pilots performance and preference measures were obtained for
12 pilots in actual flight operations using a twin-enqinp
general aircraft with both conventional controls and a
Performance Control System (PCS). The PCS provides zero-
orier control of aircraft bark angle and vertical speed over
the ranges of *600 and *457.2 m/mn, respectively. An
information processing side-task was also used. Wi+h the
PCS, fliqht error scores were reliably lower than with
conventional aircraft controls. Pilo+ preferenc-s, usnq a
six-point scale, ranging from "slight" to "moderate" to
"strong" preference for each of the two control systams,
showed a "moderate preference for the PCS" as the median
response,
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Berson, B. I., Crooks, W. H., Shaket, P., ar4 leltman, G.
Man-machine communication in computer-aided rpmot-
manipulation. Woodland Hills, California: Perceptronics,
Technical Report PATR-1034-77-3/1, March, 1977.

Automated Remote Manipulation is both an area of qreat
practical utili~v for Navy Undersea Operations, and a prime
examplo of new type of man-machine interaction in which the
human operator must supervise and control a complex and
adaptive man-computer system. This report presents the
results of an experimental study focusing on man-machine
communication with computer-aided manipulators. This report
describes (1) underwater manipulator functions and operator
performance requirements in remote manipulation, (2) the
development of theoretical man-machire communication model
based on procedural se+s, and (3) an experimental
investigation on the effect of several elementary computer
aiding techniques on the ability of training operators to
perform selected remote manipulation tasks. The results of
the experimental investiqation indicatod that computer aiding
can significantly decrease task performance times for a
number of remote manipulation tasks. Computer aiding in thp
form of resolved motion and automated control siqnificantly
reduced the times required to perform valve turning and rinq
manipulation tasks. The results also indicated that if
higher-level aiding schemes are to be effective in terms of
improving man-machine performance, the design of the
communications language and interface must be carafully
designed to maintain the communication qoals of naturalness,
simplicity and understandability.
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Blanchard, R. F. Human performance and personnel resources data
store design guidelines. Human Factors, 1975, 17, 25-34.

A survey was conducted within the Wavy's research and
development community to obtain information on user-perceived
needs for human parformance and personnel resource data to
support system development efforts. Findings were to be ,sed
to develop guidelines for planning and developing a human
resources data store system. Twenty-two activities werv
contacted: eighteen Navy activities and four industrial
firms. Thirty-seven separate interview sessions were held
involvinq 48 respondents. Principal data store quidelires
identified concerned data validity and generalizabili y,
retrievability, a priority need for desiqn trade-off decision
data, and a data format responsive to users with either
behavioral or Pnqineerinq backgrounds. Sixteen tvnes of data
were identified as required by system planners/managers,
human factors specialists, and Aesion engineers. Twenty
guidelines were developed on data presentation formats and
surporting information. The sets of quidelines may bp used
to develop a conceptual frampwork for a general data bank
system which would identify and relate users, types of data,Iotential data sources, and program priorities.

Boies, S. J. and Gould, J. D. Syntactic errors in computer
Froqramminq. HU3man Factors_, 1974, 16, 253-257.

A study of users of a large-scale computer system (T;S/360)
revealed that only 12 to 17% of +he FORTRAN, PLi, and
Assembler Languaae computer prcqrams submitted 'o the
lanquaqe processors contained syntactic errors. Thus,
syntactic errors do not anpear to be a significant bottleneck
in proqramming. This experiment is part of a larger effort
to idertify and reduce the bphav.oral bottlenecks in computer
proqramminq.
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Bowser, S. F. Determination of criteria of operational unit
effectiveness in the U.S. Navy. San Diego, California: Navy
Personnel Research and Development Center, Report No. NPRIC
TR 76TQ-41, Auqust, 1976.

The criteria for evaluating organizational effectiveness are
considered within a system framework. A general review of
the literature is presented. Operational unit management
personnel were interviewed and this interview material was
content analyzed. The resulting content categories were
cross compared by unit type, position in the organization,
rank of respondent and question answered. The results show
uilitary managers to be performance oriented and supportive
of objective type criteria for evaluations.

Brown, G. P. 1 framework for processing dialogue. Cambridga,
Massachusetts: Masachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge Lab for Computer Science, Report No.
MI/LCS/TR-182, June, 1977.

This report  describes a framework for handling mixed-
initiative English dialogue in a console session environment,
with emphasis on recognition. Vithin this framework, both
linguistic and nonlinguistic activities are modelled by
structures called 'methods', which are a declarative form of
procedural knowledge. The design focuses on units of
linquistic activity larger than the speech act, so that the
pragmatic and semantic context of an utterance can be used to
guide _ts interpretation. Also important is the treatment of
indirect speech acts, e.g., the different ways to ask a
question, give a command, etc. Given the static model of
dialogue embodied in the methods, the problem is to find the
correct method step that relates to a particular input. This
problem is handled through a combination of careful
structural distinctions and the use of multiple recognition
strategies. The dialogue methods are used to generate
expecta*ions dynamically, special structures are used to
facilitate matching, and a basic distinction between four
major utterance classes is used to determine which of several
overall matching strategies should be used for a given
expectationn.
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Brown, R. M. An experimental study of an on-lirq man-computnr
sy s,,,,. IfIrn st ions 2n Ejjt2rAL2 u , webruary,
196 , E 82-85.

Ono of the more promising areas of computer use involves thr
coupling of a man to a computer system for real-time rroblom
solving where the procedure for solution of the problem is
either unknown or involves complex tasks, such as attorn
recognition, that can best be performed by humans (1).
Unfortunately, a straightforward approach to sucb use commits

, significant amourts of computer timp most of which is spont
idling. The imbalance 5.n operating costs, assigrablq to 6-he
human and the computer, argues against computer use unlass
tho total gain over strictly manual operations 4S
sufficiently great. Thq technique of computer time-sharing,
currently urler developmer* in several institu+ions (2),
attempts to dividp the computer costs among a number if users
by interleaving the execution of their programs so as to
share the operations time while also minimizing mutlial
conflicts. The success of this technique rests on a number
of assumptions concerning the characteristics of the programs
if run alone. This paper defines some properties of on-linp
programs useful in predicting their performance under tim9-
sharing. It then describes a specific man-machine program
and cives experimontal measurements on this program. While
at this stage of understanding, no man-machine program can be
described as "typical," this program, containing both
operator-controlled data measurement and typewriter dialogue
tetween a computer program and an operator, is sufficier+ly
illustrative of interactions that can occur so that the date
cn such a program are felt to be of help to system planners.
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Caplan, S. H. Guidelines for reducina human errors in the use of
coded information. P roce.j.Rqs 2f.UA Human Fa tors ocipt ,
19th Annual Meeting, Dallas, Texas, 1975.

This paper presents code desiqn and display quid'.lines
intended to make it difficult to generate a code-related
error and easy to detect errors that still occur. Principles
governing immediate memory and rules for making erroneous
codes easily recognizable combine to form guidelines for code
design. Design factors include various dimensions of code
configuration length, the kind of characters, their location
and grouping. These guidelines minimize the common Prr6rs of
substitution, transposition, c.mission, and addition of
characters. Besides the code i+self, errors are also
affected by the way the code is displayed. To further
enhance reliability, additional guidelines are included for
the size, style, and contrast of characters. A reliable code
system requires a structure which is compatible with human
recognition and short-term menor! capabilities. Thes#
abilities have been extensively explore4 in the experimental
psychology literature. The particular studies used as a

*, basis for the code guidelines in this paper are those where
recall follows perception by only a few seconds and no
inte-rvening information is processed in the interim. These
experimental conditions correspond to usual transactions in
which transcription or keypunching closely follows visual
perception of the code.
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Carbonell, J. R. On man-computer interaction: A model and some
related issues. IU, Tjag.t2n on §2isti_ ;£ jj e_ %.-!
Ob~~t~ 1968, 5_S,-5 (1) , 16-26.

A survey of the literature related to man-computer
in+eraction reveals the many aspects of this problem, which
appears to be in the crossroads among such diverse fields as
computer lanquages, computer systems operational
characteristics, control theory, decision theory, information
theory, applied psychology, computer display and interface
enqineerinq, etc. In this paper we have chosen to present
the on-line interaction from an information and decision
poirt of view. After a brief discussion of classes of on-
line situations and tasks, we propose an information-
processing model of the case in which a human operator is
engaged on-line in the solution of a problem like debugging a
program, testing a model in a sciertific application, or
performing a library search. In this model the humar
operator is considered to seek to maximize overall cost.
This cos+ is obtained by adding the operational cost of both
man and computer to a rqmnart +orminal cost originated hy tha
remaining uncertainty. This analysis, performed for each of
a s t of possible alternatives for action, may lead he bman
to select and execute one of them, to terminate the orocess,
or to roavaluat- the possible a.ternatives and/or hypothesas
in a search for new ones. Some practical applications in
terms of response time and other characteristics of a
computer utility are discussed, as well as some theoretical
implicaions from an informational point of view.
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Carbonell, J. R., Elkind, J. I., and Nickerson, R. S. On tle
psychological impor+ance of time in a time sharinq system.
.ft.pi_. Facto _s, 1968, 10, 135-142.

One of the most important problems in the design and/or
operation of a computer utili+y is to obtain dynamical
characteristics that are acceptable and cor.venient to the on-
line user. This paper is concernod with the problems of
access to the computer utility, response time and its effrct
upon conversational use of the computer, and the effects of
load on the system. Primary attention is placed upon
response time; rather than a single measure, a set of
response times should be measured in a given computer
utility, in correspondence to +he different types of
operations requested. It is assumed that the psychological
value of short response time stems from a subjective cost
measure of the user's own time, laraely influenced by the
value of concurrent tasks being postponed. h measure of cost
(to the individual and/or his organization) of the time-on-
line required to perform a task might thus be derived. More
subtle is the problem of the user's acceptability of giver
response times. This acceptability is a function of the
service requested (e.g., length of computation), and
variability with respect to expectations due both to
uncertainty in +he user's estimation and to variations in the
response time originated by variable loads on the syst-m. An
effort should be made by computer-utility designers to
include dynamic characteristics (such as prediction of loads
and their effects) among their design specifications.
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Chapanis, A. I. In+practive human communication. iujic
lat-a g., March, 1975, 36-42.

A series of experiments is described in which two members of
a problem-solvinq team are each given partial problem
information. Ore of them, the "seeker", is assigned a
particular task +o perform, for which e requires information
possessed by thp other, the "source". The roles of thes
sublects are inDerdgd to correspond loosely to those of
computer system user and computer system, respectively. The
subjects are allowed to communicate through various media
(voice, video, handwriting, typevritting, and various
combinations), and the effects, both on problem-solvino
effectiveness and on the nature of the conversation, are
cbserv-d. Conversations, while effective, were found to be
extremely ungrammatical by formal enqlish grammar standards.
The presence or absence of voice communication as one of thp
allowed media was the most important experimental variable.
Experimental conditions involving voice communication had
more and shorter messages, more total words exchangpd,
qreater message redundancy, greater communication ra+es and
faster problem solution than other conditions.

Chu, Y. and Rouse, W. B. Opcimal adaptive allocation of lecision
making responsibility between human ard computer in mul+i -

task situations. Paper presented at the International
Conference on cybernetics and Society, Washington, D. C.,
September 19-21, 1977.

It is suggested that the computer serve as a backup docision
maker in multi-task situations, acceptinq responsihility when
workload becomes excessive and relinquishing responsibility
when workload becomes acceptable. A queueing theory
formulation of mul+i-task decision making is used to d-velop
a procpdure for determining when the computer should be
assigned decision making responsibility The procedure is
illustra+ed by application to a computer-aided flight
management situation.
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Clapp, L. C. Man-computer interaction and context programminq.
Newton, Massachusetts: Computer Research Corporation, Report
No. F102-6, July, 1970.

The report is concernei with the communication b.tween man
and the computer systems he user for problem solvina ind
management planning. To bridge the qao between probl m
solving needs and the ability of problem solvers to vritc.
their own programs, the trend has been to create pre-packaqed
proarams which can solve a class of problems oncp the
pertinent data has been supplied. ore impediment toward the
development of better problem solving tools which will
operate in conjunction with on-time computer systems is a
methodoloqy for structuring the dialogue between the problem
solver and his machine. A series of generalized dialogue
handling routines was programmed for a time-sharinq system
operating on a Scientific Data Systems computer (SDS-940}.
The eneral set of routines is called the Command Packaqe.
The Command Package is then used in several differpnt
applications areas drawn from mathematics, engineering and
general modeling and simulation.

Coffey, J. L. I comparison of vertical and horizontal
arrangements of alpha-numeric material-experiment 1. Up-a
fac_.OE, 1961, 1, 93-98.

The objective of this study was to determine the relative
effectiveness of visual displays containing alpha-numeric
material displayed in vertical and horizontal arranqements.
variables included in the experimental design were- types of
arrangement of display material, density of material,
composition of material, and operator tasks. The major
finding in the study was the non-significance of the
arrangement variable. It was found that, for all practical
purposes, the differential effects of vertical and horizontal
arranaement of alpha-numeric materials on operator
performance arc negligible.
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Collins, A. fl. and Quillian, M. P. How to make a language user.
In F. Tulving and V. Donaldson (rds.) Q g.njL ion of
n!r_ #~x New York: Academic Press, 1972, 310-349.

This paper discusses how some of tbe major pieces of a
language user fit together. T.e framework provided describps
the human lanquage user as viewed from the perspective of a
computer. Two major sectiors are included in the paper, cnr
about the structure of semantic memory and one about
processinq on that structure. For the structure, the nature
of concepts and their relation to words and images, the kind
of semantic information people learn and do not learn, and
the kinds of inference-bearinq relations that form the basis
for the orqanization of semantic memory are discussei. With
regard to processing, thq semantic search during
comprehension and retrieval, the tacit processing which this
search implies, the pervasiveness of identifying similar
concepts with each other in language processing, the decisior
rules that are applied to the results of a semantic search in
order to decide whether two similar concepts car be
identified, the role imagery plays in language prozessirq,
and the way people induce what properties to storp with what
concepts are discussed.

Cornoq, D. Y. Human factors enqineering in the postal service.
Rockville, Maryland: U.S. Postal Service, Research and
Development Department, Report No. 5HPD02-2, December, 1976.

The work done in solving human factors problems in postal
operations and in the development of postal systems and
equipment is presented in a chronologically arranged,
annotated bibliography of Postal Service Human Factors
Program reports, documents and related publications.

Cornog, J. P. and craiq, J. C. Keyboards and coding systems urdAr
consideration for use in the sortino of U.S. mail. Paper
presented at the Sixth Annual Symposium of the Professioral
Group on Human Factors in Electronics, the Institute of
Elecrical and Electronic Engineers, Boston, Massachusetts,
May 6, 1965.

In addition to a qeneral discussion of Post Office humar
factors problems, specific comments cover the memorize?
numerical codis, the extraction codes (S-4, S-1 modificO, aqd
PAT), the unr-morized numerical codes (ZTP) and the severil
keyboards (1Burrouqhs, Levy, FnC, ard the Sick Sor+ mr

keyboards).
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Crawford, A. M. Interactive computer graphics for sivulation
displays. P109cediDs 2f 1h& HN.M _ftlctoUs Soriety, 21st

Annual Neatinq, Sar Prancisco, California, 1977.

Interactive computer graphics were discussed within he
context of recent research trends which revresents a
consolidation of simulation and learning technologies.
Research that has utilized graphics for training was
described and discussed in an attempt to assess the
usefulness of the technology across a wide variety of
applications.

Crooks, V. H., Artof, S., Veltman, G., and Freedy, A. Man/machine
interaction in adaptive computer aided control: Analysis of
automated control allocation. Woodland Hills, California,
Perceptronics, Report No. PATR-1008-74-12/30, December, 1974.

Control allocation between the human operator and an
intelliqent control element is becoming an important part of
advanced Navy systems, which place increasing emphasis on
decision making as compared with manual control. The present
research focuses on human factors criteria for the
man/machine interactions in such shared decision and control
systems. The research effort includes evaluations of task
allocation methods, information feedback, decision risks, and
operator inioctrination. This report presents the results of
a series of experimental investigations of adaptive computer-
aided control and task allocation.
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Days, P. M. Man-machine communication. A nnual Re!iew of Infor-| .i g K S C ..q . ! n 1a Y ej .Ah n o .. , 1 9 6 , 2 2 1 -2 5 4 .- . . .

This is +he first annual revipw of +he field of man-machine
communication. Accordingly, it has no prior context ii which
to frame itself. To achieve cohesiveness, it has bher
necessary to cite work of earlier years when no 1965
literature was found as illustrative of a parti-ular topic
being addressed. The review is selective in its references.
Of somf 210 documents that vcre scanred, only aproximatel,
50% are cited. The criteria for selection were varied and
were rigorously followed only within the limitations of human
error. Those documents cited either (1) contained excallpnt
descriptions of particular applications, equipment or problem
areas; (2) provided comprehensive coverage of a particular
topical area; (3) advanced a particular method of approach or
concept to which attention needed to be drawn; or (4)
themselves highlighted a point +hP reviewer wished to make.
Foreign literature was surveyed bu little was found that mq
the selection criteria. Equipment and programming lanquaqs
were irtentionally neglectEd because of their inclusion in
other areas of this Annual Peview.

Durdinq, B. M., Becker, C. A., and Gould, J. D. Data
organization. Human Factors, 1977, 19, 1-14.

Three experiments inv:-stigated how people organize data.
Subjects were diver sets of 15-20 words and asked to organize
them on paper. Pach word set has a pre-defined orqanizat.or
(hierarchy, network, lists, table) based on the seman~ic
relations among the words. Fxperiment I showed that collpqp
students have all thesA organizational structures available
for usr. They orqanized most word sets on the basis of the
semartic relations inherent ir them. Whereas most subjects
used "appropria*e" organizations (those that most eas;I V

preserved +he ralations), a few subjects organized nearly all
word sets into lists. Experimen+ 2 showed that subjects can
efficientlv fit word sets into "skeletons" that wera
explicitly designed to maintain all +hP semantic relations
aming +he words. Experiment 3 showed that subiects have
difficulty in preserving the relations among the words when
they were required to orqanze them into inapprouriate
strtvctures. These resul+s are -valuated relative to the us*
cf counu+pr-has-d information rotripval systems.
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Edwards, E. and Lees, F. P. The influence of the process
characteristics on the role of the human operator in procassr control. A Rp. Lt_ '..rg!o.nopigs, 1974, .5 (1), 21-25.

Rational design of a process control system using an on-line
computer requires a definition of the total control task and
an allocation of function between the human operator and the
machine. Both the nature of the total task and its
subdivision depend very much on the process characteristics,
which vary widely between different processes. The functions
normally performed by a- process control computer arp
described and those consequently left to the operator are
defined. The wide variety of the operator's functions and
the implications of this for s~udies of the operator's
performance and for the design of the man-machine interface
are emphasized.

lisle, J. E., Williges, R. C., and Poscoe, S. N. The isolation ofminimum sets of visual imaoe cues sufficient for spatial

orientation during aircraft landing approaches. Savoy,
Illinois: university of Tllinois at nrbana-Champaign,
Aviation Research Laboratory, Technical Report,
ARL-76-16/ONP-76-3, November, 1976.

An experimental investigation of syn+hbtic imaging iispliys
was directed toward the isolation of ,inimum sets of visual
cues sufficient for spatial orientation in qround-referenced
aircraft landinq approaches. Thirty-two flight instructors
viewed static computer-generated airport scenes TV-projected
onto a large screen viewed from the cockpit of a twin-engine
qeneral aviation trainer. Judqmon+s of lateral and vertical
deviations from a four-deqree approach to landing aim. point
in the display were made to 32 combinations of four contact
analog cues: runway outline, runway touchdown zone, runway
centerline, and ground plane texture; and one quidancc cue:
glii.epath-localizer symbol. Each resulting display was
respond_0 to once or more from each of 27 different flIaht
position and attitude viewpoints by each of eight subhpc-ts ir
different serial orders. Dependent measures were responsqe
choice and resporse latency. The most accurate qlidevath and
course deviation Jadqments were made when the guidance cue
glidepath was in the set. when only contact analog cues werp
present the hqs t  judqments of spatial oriantation
consistently were made when thp runway outline was present at
far and medium ranges from touchdown anr when the runway
centerline was present at near ranqe.
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UnqPl, S. E. and Grania, P. E. Guidolines for man/display
interfaces. Pouqhkeepsie, New York: International Businpss
ffachines, Report No. TR 00.2720, Decerber, 1975.

This report documents a set of human factors guide liras
rlainq to the interface between a user of an intpracetvp
computpq systcm ard a display terminal connected to *he
sys+mu. Thouqh intendei primarily for tha use of develop-rs
of software for an interactive system, many of the quidelinqs
should be of interest to hardware developers. Aras covprpd
include display frame layout, frame content, command
lanquaqes, error prevention and recovery, response times, and
kehavioral principles.

Enstrcm, K. D. Real time adaptive modeling of the human
controller with application to man-computer interaction.
Urbana-Champaign, Illincis: University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, coordinated Scienc- Laboratory, Report No.
F-715. UILU-ENG-76-2203, January, 1976.

When a human and computer are joined forming a\hunan-computer
sys+tem, the two decision-makers must work tooether if +ha
human's workload 4s to be reduced and overall syst r
performance maintained or irproved. Tndependent actions by
each decision maker could prove to be counterproductive.
This thpsis proposes that cooperation between decision makcrs
can he fostered by using the computer to monitor the actions
of the human. mhe human car act freely, and the computsr
will use decision policies that do not conflict with thp
human's current actions, but adapt to them.

Pnstrcm, K. D. and Rouse, V. B. Peel-time determination of hew a
human has allocated his attention between control and
monitorinq tasks. IEE? -1:-ansa-t- o n s 2,2 aStell, f_, ILI&
Q zbrap _s, 1977, S!H:_, 3, 153-161.

A computer algorithm employirq fadinq-memory system
idertification and linear discriminant analysis is proposed
for rtal-time detection of human shifts of attention in a
con'rol and monitorino situation. Experirpntal results mro
presertei that validate the usefulnesp of the method.
Application of the method to computer-aided iecision-makinq
in multitask situations is discussed.
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Evans, R. C. and Miller, L. A. STARCIT, a system-to analyze
interactive CNS performance. Yorktown Reiqhts, New York, IR
Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Peport  1o. PC 7072 (#
30314) , April, 1978.

This paper describes a software system camed STARCAT - for
STream Analysis of Responses ty CATeqory. The system
analyzes sequences of user command strings that have beer
captured in a special timestamped CRS console file: user
response times, URTs, and system response times. SRTs, are
associated with each string; strings are assignel - by
command name, environment, or experimenter-chosen qroupinqs -
into categories; and category sta*istics are reported for
one, two, and three-string subsequences. STARCAT provides a
new tool, valuable to various interface and system desiqn
studies, for the quantitative analysis of interactive
terminal performance.

Fetter, R. B. Nan-computer interaction in a decision-making
envirorment. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale ffniversty,
Department of Administrative Sciences, Annual Report No. 1,
February 1, 1970 - Janury 31, 1971.

An experiment was formulated, conducted, and results reported
involving video and teletype consoles in an information
retrieval environment. In conjunctior with the developmen4

of an information system, a capability to simulate a variemty
of problem solving environments and automatically evaluate
resultE was designed and programmed. This ircluded thhe
ability to give users on-line feedback of their relative
effectiveness. Basic information relevant to further
research was gathered, including: a bibliography of research
in man-computer interaction; and a file of information on
available computer consoles.
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Flanaqan, J. L. Compusars that talk and lister: man-machine
communication by voice. Proceedings of the TEE, April,
1976, 6_ (4) , 405-415.

Computer techniques now emerginq in the laboratory promisp
new capabilities for voice communication between man and
machine. Thrae modes of interaction are of special interest:
computer voice readout of storpd irnfrmation, automatic
verification of a caller's identity by means of his voice
siqnal, ard automatic recognition of spoken commands.
Applications Pxtend to: voice-directed installation of
telephone equipment, authentication by voice of a cre14A
customer or of en individual requestire readout of privileq'd
information, and voice-controlled services such as repertory
dialing or automatic bookina of +ravel reservations.

Fleishman, F. A. Performance assessment based on an empirically
derived task taxonomy. iuE Factors, 1967, 9, 34q-366.

This report rpvipvs and discusses a number of +hn
methodological qu-stions relating to the applicilign of irexper montal correlational approach to the problem of
assessina complax performance. Tho basic point of departtre
is the specification of the requiremerts for a task taxoromy
and an analysis of the value of factor araly+ic
investigations in combination with experimental methods in
providing the frame-work for such a taxonomy. The way in
which this approach has been applied in the past and the
expected benefits of its successful implementation are
discussed. Tt is concluded that experimental - correlational
studies offer considerable promise in attacking complex
performance but that a more oxtensive research program is
needed. The general outlines of such a program is doscribed.
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Foley, J. D. The human fac+ors - compu*-r graphics irterfaca,
Washington, D.C.: The George Washington univprsity,
Department of Plectrical Engineering and Computer Science,Jun., 1978.

most Interactive Computer Graphics Applications (ICGA) in us%
today bavs been developed with absolutely no help from human
factors specialists. This situation is frustrating to all of
us who recognize that qood bnean engineering can be central
to the success of an appliction. The cause of this dilemma
is examined, and several remedies are prescribed. The
process of designing an ICGA is described to illustrate the
role of human factors engineerinq at each step of the design
process, and to suggest a conceptual framework within which
current human factors knowledge might be structured and
future research might be performed.

Foley, J. D. and Wallace, V. L. The art of natural graphic
man-machine conversation. Proce inqs of tle IE_, 2 (41,
April, 1974, 462-471.

The desiqn of interactive graphic systems whose aim is good
symbiosis betwecn man and machine involves numerous factors.
Man of those factors can be judged from the perspective of
natural spoken conversation between two people. Guiding
rules and principles for design of such systems are presented
as a framework for a survey of design techniques for man-
machine conversation. Attentior is especially focusqd on
ideas of action syntax structuring, logical equivalences
among action devices, and avoidance of psychological blocks
to communication.

Frederico, P. A. Computer-based management information systems:
Is there really an "information alut?" Pr2,eedinga of !he
_taD. Fators oietI, 19th Annual Meeting, Dallas, Texas,
1975.

Some salient issues are identified and discussed concerning
computer-based managemnt information and decision systems anti
manaqerial behavior. The literature in this arpa is very
inconsistent and uncrrtain with respect to the alleged impact
of these automated systems upon wanaaerial information
processinq and d-cision makirq. 'his underscores the almost
complete absence of empirical data regarding the implications
of these systems for managerial behavior. Research should be
initiated to explore empirically what the impacts of
computerized information systems are for management.
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Freund, P. J. and Hartley, H. 0. A procedure for automatic daa
editing- APjjCa I-ta-ti 1I jAmjjij-fl JouLUS 1067, !kZ

Sincc raw data from sample surve vs and experimpnts oft-r
cornsair errors, attemps are usually made to edit data-n jo
make +hem more useful for analytic purposes. Incrqasinq

* portion~s of this editing are now being accomplished by high
spepd computers, The great variety of sock procedures
reflects the conflicting desires of providing editing
procedures which recognize peculiarities of particular data
sets and yet are easily programmed and implemented. This
paver proposes a scheme which is hoped to be suitable for a
large variety of sample and survey data and yet bp relatively
easy to implement once a general program has been written.

Galitz, V. 0. and Laska, T1. J. computer svstem peripherals and
the operator. CompuitL ftejifl, August, 1969, 12, 92-56.

- I Little effort has been directed tovard inc-reasing the und-r-
standing of the role cf the (Computer) operator in, *hP
system. Observing, measurirg and understanding his behavior
Is essential if systems engineered and designed for humans
are to be developed. Highlights of a study of the cimputo r
operatorls relatiorship to peripheral devices is present.ld
here.

Gallensor, L. An approach to providing a user interfacem for
military computer-aided-instruction, in 1980. marina del Rey,
California: Marina del Ppy Information Sciences Institute,
Report gIo. IS/RR-75-'#3, November, 1975.

A recent needs study determined that most of the! tarrinal
require-ments for military CAT applications can be satisfieid
witb mainstream commercial terminals. Aiitioril.
developmqnt, hcw,,vcr, is likely to he requirod to satisfy Iwo
of +hr capabi lities (li mi ted araphics and orprecordeid
ViSUls). The oxvizcted architecture of commercial terminals
will mako it easy to modify and customize them to miet All
the 1-dentifiedl CAI needs. The military community is also
expectind to use computer networks to satisfy an appreciable
portion of its requirements. Commrcial terminals RnO
availablq compu+Pr networks provide the basis for ar
ef fect ive and economical usePr irterface to military CAI
systems.
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Garvin, P. L. Lanquagne and machines. jntr_jglj Sience L~
c1---n21z, May, 1967, 63-98.

Natural lanquaqg research attempts to simplify man's problems
of communicatinq with machines or through machines via
automatic translation. Query languages resemble natural
lanquac; and enable computers to compose answers to a limits4
variety of questions. But synonory of words is frequently
conditional, so computer procrams must recognizp semantic

*ambiquities and syntax as veil as have large dictionaries.
The automatic translation possible nov is really mac-irq-
aided. There is stronq disagreemert whether development of a
theory of language should precede the engineering of e
reliable methodology for machine translation, for successful,
If not perfect, data processing can be based on empirical
knowledge.

Gould, J. D. Visual factors in the design of computer-controllod
CRT displays. Human f es, 1968, Ml, 359-176.

This paper is concerned witI, +he important visual variablqs
that determine image quality on computer-controlled CR
displays. A strategy is developed that leads to geeral
conclusions about each variable ever though most of these
variables interact. For each variable considered, the
recommended range of values is determined on the basis of
experimental evidence and is compared with the values
presently used on displays. Where discrepancies between
these two exist, al.erna+ive solutiors are men'iored.
Conclusions are (i) presently used values of display
luminance, chromaticity (color), and resolution are adequat.:
(ii) several displays flicker; (iii) characters are larqe
enough but may be marginal in terms of number of elemen's;
(iv) luminance contrast is not adequate.
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Gould, J. D. Some Psychological evidence on how people debnq
computer programs. Ui t-e1Lrnja+ioal pjUAI 2f
Studj=-s, 11975, 7, 151-182.

Ten experienced Proqrammprs were each oiven tha same 12
FORTRAN listings to debug. Each listing contaired a rin-
synactic error in one line. Median debug times (7 min),
number of bugs not found (11% of +he listing), and number of
incorrect assertions about the location of the bug (less than
one per listinq) all replicated earlier results (Gould *.
Drongovski, 1974) . k1t hough subjects were aivar tho
cpportunity to use the interactive debugging facilities of ar
on-line computer, #hey rarely did so. Bugs in asslqnpcnt
statements were about three times as hard to detect as array
or in+-raction bugs. Debugqing was about thr-d timps as
efficient or. programs subjects had debugged previously
(alttouqh with a different bug). A nnmber of basic concepts
and a gross theory of dxbuqqing is describod.

Gould, J. D. and Ascher, R. N. Use of an TQF-like query lanquaqg
by non-programmers. Yorktown Heights, New York: TBM Thomas
J. Watson Research Center, Bphavioral Sciences Group,
Computer Sciences Pepartment, Peport No. RC-5279 (#23163),
February, 1975.

This exploratory experiment attempts to examine separately
tho formulation, planning, and ceding of queries. Colleqg
students and fils clerks required about ten hours tn learr a
quory language which was somewhat similar to IBM's T07 query
language, but contained more function. They were then given
15 test problems that varied in complexity and how well *h-y
were expresse4. Subjects were rlquired to formula+e, then to
plan (writing each in their own words), and firally to coin
each problem. Results provide some suggestions about which
Froblem variables affected which stages in writing queries.
For example, whether or net a problem was well expressed
seemed to affect problem formulation time, but had no aff-ct
upon problem planning or problem codir times. Specific
lanquaoe constructions (additions to i0?), such as contextlal
referencinq and a new method to handle limited disjunctiv-
problems, were shown to be useful. The types of codina
errrs that subjects made wpre idertified ard discussel.
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Gould, J. T). and Boles, S. J. gri4ting, dictating, ard speaking
letters. Yorktown Heights, New York: IBM Thomas J. Watson
Research Center, Report No. PC-6683 (#28698), August, 1977.

This research aims at understandirg psychological processes
in document composition, particularly in dictation, throuch
measurements of authors' actual performance ani th-ir
perception of their performance. Tt is commonly assumed that
dictation requires a long time to learn but authors
eventually become much faster than with writirg. Eviderc,
presented herq suggests this is rot true, although authors
believe this to be the case about their own porformancp.
Novice dictators learned in a few hours to dictate with th-
same speed and quality as they wrote; expert dictators wer©
cnly 0-2%% faster than novices, depending upon the complexity
of the letters.

Gould, J. D. and Drongowski, P. An exploratory study of computer
proram debugging. Humap ftEctorf, 1974, 16. 258-277.

This experiment represents a new approach to the study of the

psycholoqy of prooramming, and demorstrates the feasibility
of studying an isolated part of +he programmina process in
the laboratory. Thirty experienced FORTRAN programmers
debugged 12 one-page FORTrAN listings, each of which was
syntactically correct but contained one non-syntactic error
(bug). Three classes of bugs (Array bugs, Iteratior bugs,
and buqs in Assignment Statements) in each% of four differ-rn
programs werp debugged. The programmers were divided into
five groups, based upon +he information, or debugginI
"aids", given them. Key results were tha debug times vera
short (mqdian = 6 min). The aids aroups did not debuq faster
than the control group; their debugging strategies based upon
the information available to them. T?)e results suqges* that
programmers often identify +hP irtended state of a program
before they find the buo. Assiqnment bugs were more
difficult to find than Array and Tteration hugs, probably
because the latter could be de+ec+Fd from a high-level
understanding of the programmirq lancuaqe itself. Debugging
was at least twice as -fficier+ tbh second time programmers
debugged a proaram (though with a different hug in I-). A
simple hierarchical description of detugging was sugqestei,
and some possible "prirciples" of debuagirn were iden+ified.
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Gould, J. P., Levis, C., and Becker, C. A. Writing and follovwiq
procedural, iescriptive and reFtricted syntax lanquage
instructiors. Yorktown Heights, New York: IBM Thomas J.
Watson Research Cprter, Report No. PC-Sq,3(#25751), kpr1.l,
1976.

Two vxploratory experiments coupared the way people (with no
experience in the use of comput ng systems) write and carry
out natural languaqe procedures, natural lanquaap
descriptions, and instructions expressed in an artificial
restricted syntax language. The results sugges" that thera
is no sinqle 'natural' way that people write simple plans anA
instructions. Speed and accuracy of writing were about thp
same for all three approaches, although the linquistic
charac'eristics differed qreat ly from approach to approach.
hile subjects were tol.rant of ambiquity both ir writing and

in carrying out instructions, they often voluntarily employed
restricted-syntax notation in their writinq after heing
exposed to the notation. Subiects' accuracy in follovino
detailed instructions was no qreater than that in wri+1no

*those instructions.

Grignet'i, P. C. an. Miller, D. C. Information processinq models
and computer aids for human performance, Task 2. Modqls of
human-comput er interaction. Cambridqe, Massachusetts: 8olt,
Beranek, and Newman, Inc., Report No. BBN-2186, June, 1971.

ExpFriments were conducted to explore methods of motivatinq
time-ahring users to adopt behavior patterns thet improv0
overall system performance. It was found that whilp it is
indeed possible for a time-sharing system 4o provide
incentives to users that will affect their choices betweer.
alternatives mpthods of accomplishirg a qiven task, he
extent of this effect is not entirely predictable. Also
designed and implemented was a measurinq system for the
SDS-9#0 time-sharing comput-r system. This measuring system
yielded data that were useful in increasing an unders'andIng
of the dynamic behavior of programs in a time-sharina sys-m
and, more specifically, in improving overall system
performance.
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Grignetti, N. C., Miller, D. C., Wickprsor, P. S., and Pev, -. W.
Information processinq models and computer aids for human
performance, Task 2. Human-computer interaction models.
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Bolt, Berarek, and Wevman, Inc.
Report No. RB-2190, June, 1971.

A measurinq system was implemented to obtain the statistical
Farameters necessary +o specify a oueueirg theory moiel of
the dvnamic behavior of a state-of-the-art time-shareO
computer system, and present results on the sta-is-lcs of
usage of one such computer system. A mtho.oloqy ir
presented for the perforsance of experiments irvolvina humar
usqrs and for the interpreta4ion of their results. It is
expected that theso results will yield predictive molels for
the overall efficiency of the *users-computer system' urAer
various circumstances.

Grimes, F. M. and Otto, R. E. A study of some softwarn parametqrs
in t4im-sharinq svstems. Unpublised master's thsis, Nava]
Postqraduate School, Monterey, California, 1965.

*A revi.vw is made of some existing time-sharina compu'lr
systcms and an exploration of various softwarp
characteristics is ccnductod. This investioation is
conducted using a computer proqrau with which a typical 4ina-

sharing system can be simulated. The basic system parameters
examinel are: (1) the mo.thod of determining the quantum time
for each user per response cycle, (2) the length of thse
desired response cycle, (3) the number of remote stations
permitte4 and (4) the maximum number of users permitted in
the queup at one time. The results of these simulation runs
are presented. The effects of the various parameters upon
the average response cycle time, the average number in the
queue awaiting service, the averaqe lergth of time a user is
in the queue ard the computatioral efficiency plus oth-r
charac.teristics of the system are discussed.
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Gr"osst.ra, 14., Vies-i'. P. A., arA Yn-ma n. S. &ri Pxo~r 4 .'n* -r
Froblem solvirq with delayed c-ompler risw'ornss. I"
!fLar'R!jqLs 2r s -I- -!I Qy Pi.is 1976, 6~i*
219- 22 7.

Fouor s u be ct s Pclvphd prnhltePs nr 1 i r with 4-h T i nerIr
Labora'o-y Peckora:r. Corro)lld Aplivs wera iutqroos~m
be'wrer cuou ro %mpnrds ani *h'= rosultirq ou~vuts, which wer'-
via tvn-aurite:r, ca*-hcA4-raV + 11be (CPT) , or linA orlrt-r;
olthf r commands w! r-? -zecnuted promptly ari without rol,. T'hc
mear de':lay was 1, 4, 16, or 6 4 sr-conds, witIi inriieual.
delays varying widesly and urr'icablv about shc- orban. r:1~
cin ninc- prob1ams p;!r delay ver sutjAC* stowed +-A' it loramr
delavs th rata rf wh i. -h cemmards wore alver dsA
esn~eially ttq rAtc of output cnmmands, And 4'i1t thca p~obl'-MS
were solve'! with fewer :utputs in ahout t),;- same 'm. Wih%
two subjects, lthorc was a marked effect of dr-lay ovi+h;
relativ- freque-cy of nse of t~e tbrese output ivcs

* Harris, L. R. Natural lanquaq data base query: Usirq thp iata
base itself as +t. definition of world krowlqdaz anid as IrIex"-nsion of tI'e di-,t iona ry. Hanover, Wow Hampsqhire!

*.Dartmou',h Col1elar-F n 1-%rmqn* of Pathcusaifcs, Paport '40. TI?
77-2. February, 1977.

This pae~r raises 4'vo issues 4-ba' beratcfora hay'r rof S'PV
dealt with ir any previous ralu'-al larauaqa? iata bas-,- query
system. These issues arise beo~use of the everpresqn' razil
for worli knowlzdqp in tie un srstandirq of English, arn Rlso
L-.causp of tbhe par'icular way in~ vhic i rformatior s 3*or.-!e
in a data base. Thm soluticns to t'Seso problems 1: crihml ir
this opaoer require only sris~jna state of the Ar ia,'a ba -
techroloqy.
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Heafner, J. r. A methodology for selecting and refininq
man-computer languages to improve users* performance. Marina
del Rpy, California: Marina del Rey Information Sciences
Institute, Report No. ISI/RR-74-21, September, 1974.IThis report describes a methodology (supported by a softvare
package) to model, measure, analyze, and evaluate users'
performance in a message communication system environment.
The theses of the report are: 1. that models of users and
services can be accurately used as predictors in selectinq a
languaq- form, for an application, which will result in high
users' performance, and 2. that such a language form Is only
an approximation (in terms of Vielding optimal user's
performance) due to within vmriances of user and ser-ic4-
classes, hence individual, on-line regulation of lancuagr
constructs is necessary to further improve performance. This
report develops appropriate models and algorithms, and states
hypotheses relating the interactive effects of users,
services, language forms, and other variables important in
man-machine discourse. An experiment design is presentpi,
which tests the major hypotheses.

Hitt, H. D., Schutz, H. G., Christner, C. A., Pay, H. W., and
Coffey, J. L. Development of design criteria for
intelligence display formats. upn EIQctis, 1961, 3, 86-92.

A broad research program to develop design criteria for
intelliqence display formats is outlined and the qeneral
findinqs of the program are discussed. rive specific areas
of investigation are selected for study: a comparison of
vertical and horizontal arrangements of alpha-numeric
material, an evaluation of formats for trend displays, an
evaluation of methods for presen~ation of graphic multiplo
trends, an evaluation of five abstract coding methods, and an
evaluation of the effec of selected combinations of tarqe
and background coding or map reading performance. The five
succeeding articles treat the five areas of investigation ir
detail.
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Jordan, N. motivational problems ir human-computer operations.
Human Facto, 1962, 4, 171-175.

In designing machines and man-machine sys 4 zms, Ruman Pactors
Engineering has errally concentra+ad upon seeking solutions
to physiological problems to enable the human operator to
function effici intly. It has, however, neglectZI +bh'
psychological problems, particularly the problems of
motivation. This was not too critical as long as machiras
were "primitive." With the advent of automation and complx
man-machine systems this negqict may have most und-sirabla
effscts. An attempt is made to identify the necpssary
conditions which make a task, per sp, motivating. Fxampl-s
are cited from some new systems where some of these necessary
corditions are lacking and the effect of this lack upon tho
operator is indicated.

Kane, D. F., Jr. Observational research in user-computer
interaction. Berkeley, California: tawrencp Berkel-y
Laboratory and Fnergy Pesearch and Developm-n+
Administration, Peport No. CONF-7510100-l, October, 1975.

This paper is nrimarily concerned with methodology in this
field of research. First, the nature of usor-compu+ r
interaction in information systems is described, and viable
types of research are suqaested. Then the observatioral
methodoloqy of heuristic development is presented, and tho
value both of toamwork and of evolutionary ievelopm-nt is
discussed. Next, the management context at the Lawrpnce
Berkeley Laboratory is described. Finally, some measures of
success are discussed, as exemplified by the expanding use of
the Runqet Management System in the Lawrerce 4-rkplev
Laboratory Management Information System.
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Kelley, C. P. Manual and automatic contro1. Nev York: Wil :V,
1968.

This book presents a theory of the human control proc-ss in
man/machine systems. Also, manual control system
applications are discussed in a technically-orierted
approach. Implications of the cortrol theory for automatic
control are examined. Chapter tilles include the fol]owinq:
The control process, the control system, thq control system
hierarchy, the human operator: consciousness and Dlannina in

P: thq control process, the human operator: motor performance,
adaptation and optimization by the human operator,
information requirements and receptor channels, s t a'us
displays, displays and control augmentation: command
displays, historical and predictor displays, techniques of
adaptiv manual control, controls, enqineering models of +h-
human operator, predictive and review models of the human
operator, the 7.iebolz automatic controller, and the role of
man in automatic control processes.

A3
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Kelly, n. J. Studios in interactive communication: Limited
vocabulary natural language dialogue. Baltimore, Maryland:
Johns Hopkins University, Department of Psychology, Report
No. TR-3, August, 1975.

The complaxity and costs of interactive, natural-lauouaqe
computer systems could be reduced if the man-computar
communication used only a limited subset of the Pnglish
languaaa. The purpose of this study was to test *hr
hypothesis that people, although accustomed to unrestricted
usp of the language, can efficiently interact using a
carefully chosen subset of a few hundred words. Two-nersor
teams communicated through a computer-controlled ,
teletypewriter system to cooperatively solve real-world
problems. They were permitted to use only words on
predetermined lists of 300 words, of 500 words, or as a
control condition, with no vocabulary restrictions. The
teams solved a different problem on each of three succpssivs
days. Deperdent measures were taken or four classes of
variables: (1) time to solve the problem, (2) several
measures of overt behavior, (3) several measures ef verbal
output, and (4) measures of errors made by subjects using +hc
two restricted vocabularies. There were numerous significant
effects of the Problems, the Job roles of subjects within the
team, and the Problem X Job Role interaction. However, 4 he
more irterestinq main effect of Vocabulary Size was
significant for only three of the 21 dspenient measures.
Furthermore, only four of the 105 interactions involvina
Vocabulary Size were statistically significant. This study
presents strong evidence of the alaptability of the human
communicator. Although sometimes exhibiting frustration with
the small vocabularies, the subjects were, nonetheless, able
to solva their problems about as successfully as did their
counterparts in the unlimited vocabulary condition.

Klirq, F. Who needs a person-centered computer technology?
Madison, Wiscorsin: University of Wisconsin, Department of
Computer Sciences, Report No. WTS-CS-169-73, 1973.

Contemporary computer desiuners are largely machine centered
and emphasize function and standards of elegance, feficiencv
and computino power. The side effects of syst-ms may Pnhance
or diminish the wrll being of various users. Pecpnt studies
of the human impacts of computirg systems are described.
Person centored standards that promote a sense of competence
and autonomy ara outlined. The conplirg of flaxible software
wi-h responsive organizations Is suggested as a means of
enhancinq personal competencf and self-esteem.
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Knoop, P. A. Advanced instructional provisions and automated
performance assessment. llua fWa_ ors, 1973, 15, 583-597.

An advanced simulation research system is being developed to
support experiments oriented toward quantifying +he effect on
transfer of craining of alternative training and simula-'4or
techniques. Included in the system is sophisticated training
reqearch software which automates most of the functions
traditionally performed by flight simulator instructors or
operators. Also under development are techniques for
automatically assessinq pilot proficiency in the simulator
and in the operational aircraft. Recent feasibility studias
in performance measurement resulted in identification of
necessary flight variables for assessing proficiency on two
undergraduate pilot training maneuvers; established
alternative approaches to developing measurement tqchniques
on a broader scale; applied existing technology to develop an
in-flight data acquisition system for the T-37 aircraft; and
raised (or, more correctly, reraised) issues reqarding
standardization in instruction and rating procedures.

LKnoop, P. A. Nan-computer symbiosis through irteractive graphics:
A survey and identification of critical research areas.
Brooks APB, Texas: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,
Renort No. AFHPt-TR-77-10, April, 1977.

The major distinguishing feature of man-computer symbiosis is
the caoability of both man and computar to 'ransceivv
relevant unrequested information. Using this derive?
definition, basic Wey requirpments of a symbiotic system were
projected. These included: (1) transceivers and memories,
(2) qraphics echniques, (3) a language, and (4) ar
attention-qettinq capability. A literature survey revealea
that raster scan cathode ray tubes hold the greatest promise
for use in sym;, 4utic systems, bu that a critical problem
accompanies their use in that scan conversion methods are
required. Existing methods are either too time consuming or
too memory consuminq. A promising technique was found for
reducing the number of vectors comprising a scFn-. This
technique would find its greatest utility in random scan
systems, where its use may provide flicker-free displays.
Litnle work has been performed in extending man's memory
precision and recall capability. There are no methods with
immpdiate utility for symbiotic systems for efficien'ly
removing hidden lires and surfaces to effect a 3-n display.
Finally, it was determined that the most promising soluti3n
to the lanquaqp problem lies in the devolopment of hybrid
communication techniaues usirq a combination of graphic
languaqes and small scale voice inrut methods.
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Kobrick, J. L. Effocts of physical location of visual stimuli on
intf n+iona] respoise time. Mat!.ck, Massachus.+ts: Armv
Research Institute of Ervirormental Medicine.

The Aff-cts of physical locatior of visual stimuli on +hP TRT
wer investiqated. Sixteer subjects performed 1 simplc
manual responsa to flash stimuli located at 32 different
positions 4n the visual field. The results indicatod tha4-
IPTs were unaffected for most lower visual hemisphare
locations. Significant decrements were only observed for
locations higher than 30 degrees above the horizontal for
lateral displacemprts grea+er than 55 dcgrees frog centpr.
No siqnificart decrements wore observed evpn at +ha peripherv
for locations alorg the horizontal line of sight.

Lenorovitz, D. R. and Pamsey, R. H. A Oialogup simulation tool
for use in +he design of in'erac ive computer syst-ms.
koc-eediPIs of t URaM _I _ I S _ 21st AnnaI
Meetinq, San Frarcisco, California, 1977.

A recurrent problem in designing irteractive computer sys*4mr
is the inability of system d=siqners, userr, and implementors
to observe the system's exterral behavior unr'il
imp1ementation has occurred. This, in turn, often renlts in
failure to detect design deficiercics until a poin+ vh-n
corrections are costly or impractical. A simulation tool is
described which allows a systems desioner to interactivolv
specify, implement, demonstrate, evaluate, and iteratively
modify an operational simulation of tho proposed system's
user-computer interface. The tool is intended for hands-or
usage by an auplications-oriented systems designer with
little or no formal training In computer softwarp
programming. The capabilities and characteristics of th
too] are described alona with an economical and sffici-nt
approach to its design and implemertation.
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Levin, J. A. and Archbold, A. A. Workirq papers in dialogue
modplinq, Volume 1. marina d~l Fcy, California: Marina dl
Rey Information Sciences Institute, Poport No. TSI/RR-77-q
January, 1q77.

The five technical workinq papers that ccmpose this iocumorn
(which appears ir two volumes) were prepared as Dart of *hc
Dialoque Modeling Project AT TSI. Thouqh diverse in scoo',
all arp related to the problem of creatinq a valid procqss
modql of human communication in Ualoque. All are

. unpublished and all but one are in a form intended for
internal use by the project team; however, they are of
interest beyond the boundaries of the projec+ and havP
implications for relatd work in modeling human communication.
In Volume I both papers are on reference as a phenom:non In
text . The first surveys reference identification and
resolution methods in various existing natural languaqe
;rocesors. The other paper explores the broader problem of
reference, focusr.q on text reference and propositional
reference. It develops problems and proposals for defining
these cateqories of reference phenomena and for detecting
instances of them.
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Levin, 3. A. and Moor*, J. A. nialtque-qamps: Mta-c-oumunica+!or
structures for ratural lanquaqe intera.+ior. Marina PI Pry,
California: Marira del Rey Irformation Sciences Institu.m,
Peport No. ISI/RP-77-53, January, 1q77.

Our stnlies of naturally occurring human dialoque have le tc
+he recognition of a new class of regularities which
charact-rizo important aspects of communication. Peoole
appear to interact regularly accordinq to -?stablishe-d
patterns which span several turns in a Aialogue and whir
recur frequently. These patterns appear to be organized
around the goals which the dialogue serves for each
participant. many things which are said later in a iialoquP
can only be interpreted as pursuit of goals established
earlier in the dialoque by goal-settina parts of thes-
patterrs. These patterns have been represen t ed by a set of
knowledqe structures called Dia.oaue-aamps, capturinq shar9
convcntional knowledge that people have about communication
and how it can be used to achieve qoals. A Dialoque-game has
Paremetrs, which represent those elements tha t virv acrqs
instances of a particular pattern. Te Parameters ilentifv
the particular dialoqut participar+s and the content topic.
The states of +he world which rust br in effect fcr n
particular Dialogue-game to be ' mploy-r1 succe-ssfully :r-
represented by Specifications of +hese Parametars. Finallv,
the expecteO saquence of 1_nterm 'date states that occur
durin c instances of a particular corvertional pattirr are
renres-nted by the Components of the tialoque-qame. This
report describes a representation for reveral Dialogue-games,
tascd on our analyses of different kinds of nauraIly
occurring dialogue. A process model is described, showina
Dialoque-gamp identification, pursuit, and termination as
part of the comprehension of dialoaue utterances. This
Dialogue-qam Model captures sore of the important functional
aspects of lanquaae, especially indirect uses to achievo
implicit communication.
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Licklider, J. C. P. Map-computer symbiosis. J.IS Trarsaq -ions on
_MIAr Zactors_ in 129=1192, March, 1960, ffE-_j, 4-11.

Man-corputer symbiosis is an Pxpected levelopm:nr in
cooonrative interaction between me" and electronic computers.
It will involve very close couplino between thb human and -he
electronic members of the partnershi. The main aims are 1)
to let computers facilitate formulative thinkinq as thay n)w
facilitate the solution of formulated problems, anl 2) 4!

enable men and computers to cooperate in making d-cisiors and
controlling complex situations without inflexible dependence
cn predetermined programs. In the anticipated symbiotic
partnership, mor will set the coals, formulate +he
hypotheses, determine thp criteria, and perform +he
evaluations. Computing machines will do th-4 routinizable
work that must be done to prepare the way for insights and
decisions in tqchnical and scientific tirking. Preliminrry
analyses indicate that the symbiotic partnership will perform
intellectual operations much more effectively than man alone
can perform them. Prerequisites for the achisvement of the
effective, cooperative association include developments ir
computer time sharinq, in memory components, in memory
orqanization, in proqramminq languages and in input and
output equipment.

Licklider, J. C. R. Mar-computer partnership. Sgit.1ci al_
" !1.21221, May, 1965, 18-26.

Until recently, efforts to corserve the valuahle time of ar
expensive computer precluded an interactive partnership h-
tween man and hiqh-speed corputina machine. But man excels
in the heuristic phases of problem solvinq while the cmput~r
excels in executinq explicit procedures. On the frontiers of
research, heuristic and algorithmic information procrssinq
are rot easily separated, but now a human problem solver car
ask a computer to explore his hunches. Large computers are
generally needed to handle problem-oriented languages, large
files, and complex problems. The computer cost is shared
amorq many users as the machine rapidly shares its available
time. New kinds of displays and consoles enable man and
computcr to communicate by prirtinq or writinoi or by drawina
pictur-s and symbols. Spcial +imesharinq programs and
dynamic displays are still costly. A whole new community of
sopHsticated users may produce results vorthy of the
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Maddoz. Mt. ?., Burnette, J. T., ard Gutu'ann, J. C. Pont
comparison for 5 x 7 dot matrix charaetars, OUS0 ESIM
1977, 19, 89-94.

Two newly designed fon*E anti the Lincoln/Mlitre font n-P
comparei for legibility using tachistoscopic presentatior anti
forced idertification. All three fonts wvre constructpi with
a matrix of 5 x 7 dots and wera presentaid with a computor-
qenearat display. The results wetre analyzqd parametrically
in terms of total iden'ificatlor orrors and by conventional
confusion matrice s. The analysis showed significantly fewer

* erors ith the font utilizina the largest number of lots per
symbol than with either of the other two fonts. The
confusion matrices revealed tha+ the most severe confusions
cccur for differpnt characters in different fonts.

Mann, W. C. Dialoqu--based research in man-macl'ine communication.
Los Angeles, Cal,*fornia: Univfrsity of Southern California,
Marina D~el Bey Trformation Sciences Institute, Rpoort No.

ISI/PP-75-lh1, November, 1975.

itThis paper first surveys current knowledqe of humar
communication from a point of view which sepks to find or
develop knowledge that will be useful to computer systlem

* designers. The relevant scirentific knowledge is found to be
fragmentary andi hard for designers to use. Next, the problem
cf complexity *is explored. Buildinq a useful knowlcedqP of
human communication is an extremely complex task.
Cotrollinq this complexity ard its effects, without giving
up usefulness, is s.,en as the cen'ral problem in designing a
resp-arch avproarh. Finally, a new research methodology is
presented. Tt contains some Innovations 'hat help control.
the complexity of the task, and othors that make the rasults
useful to desigrers. The methodolrqy is uniqup in tha4& it is
basrd on case analysis rather thar functional systsm lqsign,
the results are in the form of Individual compu'er- alciori'hmr,
(muet. smaller than systems), and thp ailgorithms nte
transferable int*o useful (norresparch) systems.
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pann, w. C. Mar-rachine communication research. Los Angeles,
California: Triversity of Southern California, marina Pal
Rey Tnformation Sciences Tnsi+ute, Prpor- mo. IST/RR-77-S7,
February, 1977.

This is the f ral report of a multifaceted rsearcb and
devplopmn f ffort in mar-machine communications. Thp
general goal of the proqrar is to facilitatei existinq and
fut~lre man-aachine communication In areas of high military
impact, including rapidly expandinq use of on-line computi-c
in communications and commard ana control. Highlights of the
accomplishments of +his research include: identification of
major causes of man-machine commurication difficulty for the
computer-naive: discov-ry of major communication structuras
in human communication that have bppn left out of min-machine
communication; creatior of a process model that exhibits
these structures in a form which can te imitated iirectly ir
creatirc new man-machinc communications processes; creaior

* of a new overview of hew human communication functions in
cooperative task-oriented activity; and assistance in ARPA
Folicy formation or CAI equipment developmpnt.

Mann, W. C., Scragq, G., and Archbold, P. A. Working papers in
dialogue medelirq - Volume 2. Marira del Rpy, California:
arina del Rey Information Sciancas Institute, Report No.
ISI/RR-77-56, January, 1977.

The five technical working papers that compose this locumont
(which aopears in two volumes) were prepared as part of the
Dialogue Modelirg Project at IST. Tlouqh diverse in scoop,
all are related to the problem of creating a valid process
model of human communication in dinloque. All are
unpublished and all but one are in a form Intenie4 for
internal use by +he project team; howev-r, they are of
interest beyond the boundari-s of the project and have
implicaions for related work in modpling humar
communication. In Volume 2 the first oaper concerns s+,Idy
methodoloqv. It raises some of the following issues: how to
cboose between system-buildinq anA process-building, why
studying cases is preferable to implementing general
lanquage-use functions as programs, how to control ad-hocnoss
Cf results, why it is important to orient toward
communication phenomena (in contrast to form phenomena) vhtrn
studying natural language. The second is a design paper or
the patch process of the Dialoque Model System, exploring
methods for making it efficient and selective ir i+s actions.
The. third concerns the structure ef persuasion dialogues, in
particular how justification of actions asnpers ir
arqumprtation.
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tartin, 3. _esjn oi mnom~u!ter d5 aIogues. 'Fnqlvood cliffs,
New Jersey: Prantice-all, 1973.-

This book is based on a course qiven at thp TBM Systoms
Research Institute. It deals with many aspects of human-
computrr transactions. Section headinqs inclnie tha
following: alvhanumeric dialoqnes, dialogues with sound and
graphics, psychological corsiderations operators wiIhnn +

training, and implementation considerations.

Martin, T. F., Stanford, m. C., Carlson, F. P., and Mann, W. C.
A policy assessment of priorities and functional needs for
the military computr-assisted instruction terminal. Marina
del Rey, Califorria: flarira del Rey Information Scienrcs
Institu*,c, Report No. TSI/RP-75-41, December, 1975.

A policy study was conducted in four rounds to assrss Ahp
anticipated payoff of an investment by ARPA in th-
development of new terminals for use by the military in
computer-assisted and computer-manaqed instruction. Mombprs
of the panel of experts (11 civilian, 9 military) proposed
features, rated them, and reac'ed to the resulting ratinqs.
Of the 24 features, those rated as most needed were_ rmn by
these experts as likely to be in commercial production fiv'
to ten years from nov in a form usable by the military.
Experts qenerally aoreed that investments in innovative
pedoqoqical software and in innovative coursewritirq are
likcly to have a greater payoff than an investment in
terminal development. Of 14 software fea t ures, those ratad
as most need9ed are ones for particularizinq instruction
cnlinp to the course-related nes of individual stuen+s.
The report is a thorouqh description of thq conduct of the
st ld y.

Mathieu, R. D. Man-computor interactior conference. London,
Enqland: Office of Naval Pesparch, Rfport go. OPL-C-11-71,
July, 1971

Vithin the past few years areat strides havq been made ir
computer technoloqy, in particular in remote-terminal time-
sharing facilities and computer lanquaqes. For th-_- first
time the computer and its tremendous powers have baen brouciht
within the reach of such people as teachers, doctors,
manaqers, architects, desiqncrr, etc. This repcrt -scriber
thi procedures of the Man-Compnter Tnteractior ronfqerc,
whicb was held at the National Physical T ahoral'cry,
Teddinqton, TIt or Sep embpr 2-4, 1970. Emphasis was plee7a.
cn the computer use and comptorr applications.
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McComuons, P. B., Cook, T. C., ard Glumr, M. .1. A -omparative
study of sinqle-versus double-sequrnce'.ata-entry tmethods for
use with +te SB-36114/TT switchboard. Aberdean Provine
Grourl, Maryland: Human yroineer~na laboratory, Rpor+ No.
PFL-TM-22-75, Srptember, 1975.

Three mothods of proqramring +runk-terminal assiqnmonts irt%
the electrically alterable ror-volatile memory (FVANVM] if
the SP-3614/TT switchboard were comparfd. Ono was *he
doutle-sequence method recently proposed by the S-3614/TT
contractor (GTE Sylvania, Needham Height, MA). The oth-r two
were sinqle-sequence methoAs developed by the au'hors. Thp
two sinqle-seqiience methods used identical 4ata Fn*ry
Frocedures: bu+  with ore, visual feedback was sunplied tc
the tes+ subjects (Ss) Ps an alphanumeric display. Pesults
of this study showed that both srtQle-spauence rethcd w~rt
suparior to the double-sequerce rethod. In thp Ss coull
procram faster and made fewer errors. Of the two sinclo-
sequence methods, tbP one epoyira visual feedback :nhan(-d
Ss Derformanco, but, overall, +his enhanc-ment was no+

statistically significant.

Miller, L. A. and Thomas, J. C., Jr. Behavioral issues in the use
ef interactiva systems. Yorktown Heights, New York: 1PM
Thomas J. Watson Fesearcb Center, Report No. PC-6326
(#27179), December, 1976.

This paper identifies bahavioral issues related to the usp of
interactive computers primarily by persons who are not
computrr professionals, so-called 'qeneral users.' This is
not arn exhaustive li*erature survey but instead providls:
(1) a structure for discussing issues of interactiva
computing, and (2) the authors' best estimate of importance
behavioral problems, with suqqes+ions for solutions. 1h=

discussion is limited to this paper to cpnoral issups which
do not take into account the user's oarticular task. The two
major topics are System Characteristics (performanca,
facilities, and on-line I nformation), and InlerfacF
Characteristics (dialogue style, displays and graphics, other
input/output media).
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Miller, P. F. Response time in man-computer conversational
transactions. IjS con Eftn P-oate~di nqa, 1960, _!.
267-277.

Th- literature corcernirg man-computsr transactions abourls
in controversy about thp limits of "system response time" +o
a user's command or inquiry at a terminal. Two malor
semantic issues prohibit rasolvi-g +his controversy. One
issue certers around the questior of "Pesponse tIm- to what?"
Thq implication is that different human purposes ani intions
will have different acceptable or useful response tims.
This paper attempts a rather exhaustive listinq and
definiion of different classes of human action and purpesi-
at terminals if various kinds. I+ will be shown tha+ "two-
second response" is not a universal requirement. The second
semantic question is "What is a need or recuiremen+?" in the
present discussion, the reader is asked to accept the
following definition: "A nPed or requirement is som
demonstrably better alternative ir a set of cemppting knwn
alternatives that enable a human purpose or action 4o h
implemented." This definition intentionally iqnoras tho
Froblem of value versus cost. It is not offered as a

f universally useful definition of "need." It does enable us
to get into a systematic exposition of problems, alternatives
and implications. A value-based definition, in contrast to
the rational one qiven here, inevitably leads to a vicious
regress that dead-ends orly with the agreement that ill ta'
humans really need are food, water, and a place to sleep.
Another point of view, compatible with tbe present one, is
that need is equivalent to what is d-manded and what can ba
made available; need, therefore, is a cultural and t.cbnicil
outcomA.
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Miller, R. B. Rrchetypes in man-computer problem solving.
gqaglQnis, 1969, 12 (4), 559-581.

Infcrmation systems applied +o operational environmen's havs
meaning only ir what they do for humans performing tasks,
whether clerical, technical or manacerial. Fach v-rsor's
job-position en'ails interaction with a limit+'i s-+ ofcategoriers of variable data. TBv flimitmd. is *Aeant less 11har
several thousand, and more likely several hundrei,
cateqorips. A catpgory se' associated with a collectior of
+asks pzrformed by an individual or an orqanization may he
called a category domain. This concept makes possible a
practicable (in size) data base responsive to supper* %umar
tasks in human (psycholcgical} time. An analysis of huma.
probler-solvinq tasks reveals the following qamnu: simple
inquiry and update, status inquiry, briefing, exception
detection, diagnosis, planning/choosinq,
evaluating/optimizinq, constructing (designing), and
discovery. There is no compulsive ordering of these on A
complexity scal-. The informa'ion processing structure of
each is examirnd: some commor denominatcrs among this s-'
reveal fiv- und6rlving archetypes of irteractior. By makina
these archetypps Pxplici+ and corsistent with concepts of
domain, apnlica'ion disciplipes and system design can mv- in
parallel and qenerate a simple, well-definq4 lanouaqp
structure between system and human user.

Pills, R. G. Man-computer interaction-present and future. IFF
Jnt2_ UrUa2 Convention Re-crd, 1966, 1, 196-198.

The potential of the larqe-scele compu t er system is qreatly
enhanced by the addition of man-machine interaction usinq
appropriate terminal devices and lanquages. In fact, tho
man-machine coupling problem in its full breadth is the
central issue in advancing irteractive-computer technoloov.
Some possible future directicns are indicated.

M:lls, F. G. Man-machine communication and problam solving.
Annual Paview of Information Scijnc and Technoloal, 1967, 2,
223-294.

This chapter begirs wi+h a brief statement of thi basic
approach and tto criteria used in selecting the material +o
he cited. A summary of the principal sources follows; this
is followad by +Ik mair body of -he review. The rA'hir
lenq hv conclusion attempts to place the 1966 si+,% of
affairs 4n prsppc+ive. I' is a reference frame anl sta4 lls
summary, but also an implici+ statement of the raviewar'c
vipwpoint.
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Hinton, G. Inspection and correction error in data proce ssinq.
A LjEicn 1tkLUstiC§_1 jssocltion JouriD2 , 1969, E4 (3281,
1256-1275.

It is common vractice +o assume ,hat inspectors of sample
items and correctors of items in re1Pcted work lots carry ou
their job without error and invariably classify defectives
and nordefectives correctly. This assumption does not aqree
vith experience in data processing activities, especially
those requiring interoretation and judgment as well as
clirical or machine skills. This paper emphasizes the error
of classifying defectives as nondefectives(TypeII) made by
Inspectors called "verifiers" and by correctors to prepare
data for machine readability. The following activities are
include0 (1) verification of card punching, (2) proofr,adinq
cf typod data, (3) verification of codes clerically assiand
to written responses or auesticnnaires, (4) matching of colis
assigned irdependantly by three coders to the same itam, and
(5) proofreading of tho output of special typing combired
with coding and rounding figures for input to optical
scanning.

Moorr, J. A., Lpvin, J. A., and Mann, V. C., h goal-orie.nted mo!i4l
of natural lanquage interaction. Marina del Rey, California:
Marina del Bay Information Sciences Institute, Report No.
ISI/PR-77-52, January, 1977.

This report sunmarizes a research program in modeling human
communicative ability. The methodology involved selecting a
single, naturally-occurring dpalogue, irstructng 3 humar
cbserver to extract certain aspects of the dialogue ralating
to its comprehension, and then using these aspects to guide
th- modql building and verification activity. Rshinl thp
model is the 4evelopment of an innovative theory of lanquaj,
according to which people engaqe in larguaqe bahavior ir
cripr to pursue their own ooals. Dialoques communicate
effectively because of a shared understanding of a collection
cf intprrelated, coopprative aoel structures, held and
pursued by the language users. The recognition of this
shared knowledgq within the modal contributed to an initial
accountinq of implicit commuricatien. The report contains P
detai*lpd statement of the problems, a review of the s-ate of
related research, a description of the contributions of +his
research to linouistic theory ard an explanation of the
research methodolocy. It then describes the molel in its
current state of development and discusses a detailed
simulation of it. Next the rnle of the observer in the
research is explored with emphasis on the nature of his task.
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Morfield, N. A., Wiesen, R. A., Grossberg, R., and Yntema, D. P.
Initial experiments on the effccts of system delay on on-line
problem solvina. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Massachuse 4 - s
Institute of Technology, Lexington Tincoln Laboratory, Repor
No. TN-1969-5, June, 1969.

Three experiments explored the way in which delay in thi
response of the system affects the user's performance in
solving problems with an on-line computing service. In each
experiment there were four subjects under delay conditions of
about 1 sec. to 100 sec. The on-line computing service was
the Lincoln Bekonpr. As expected, the averaqe time thp user
required to complete a task increased as the response-delav
increased, and the rate at which he demanded service declin d
as the delay increased. The relatior of ret completion timp
(time +o complete the task, mirns the time during which +h-
user was waitirq for a response) to response delay ieverd e
on the type of task. In the more realistic experiments, the
net completion time increased with delay (suqqsting tha+
long delays aro distracting). The nurber of outputs (i.e.,
displays or type-outs) per task was also considered. The
main conclusion is that controlled experiments of this kind
are feasible and can be used as the basis for design of on-
line computing services.

Morrill, C. S. Computer-aidqe instruction as part of a maniqpmont
information system. Humanl J!1=21:& 1967, 2, 251-26.

This paper discusses the appl! ca4 i on of computer-aid-d
instruction as part of a manaqement irformation system. The
computer presents displays which instruct +he student on-line
to exercise control of the computer system using a typewri4ar
or a liqhtpen located at the console work station.
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Muckler, F. A. and Obermayer, P. W. Information display. Inter-
PDLI! a CitUn11 U TtChI1212.0, August, 1965, !_ , 34-40.

Displays ara iterd-d tc provide a human operator with 4hP
kind of information that ho can trarsform into useful
decisions or control actions. While the tachnoloay exists to
present qualitativp, quantitative, symbolic, and pictorial
data, i+ is not always ccrtain how +4hse forms ar - best usad
to assure that the human receiver is qettino clear,
unamrinuous information that can lead to the desirel outvu
of the total man-machine system. Man is a unique informatior
processor because he qives mearina to information. But his
processing ability is limited by data load and sperd stressas
to which he aiapts remarkably in ways that are not fully
undrstood. The context in which information has value is ir
a man's head. This context is in a machine only to the
deqrre that some human has put it there as prior contextual
rules of how a system should operate. Combining sever-l
types of data on one display indicator does not assure thr
in+gqration of information, which really occurs in tho
context of man's interpretation of the display. Most display
design has suffered from a pre-occupation with hardware,
rather than developing better communication with man.

Narvrccki, L. H., Strub, M. H., and Cecil, F. M. Error
categorization and anal ysis in man-computer communication
systems. r%_ _a;jions on Reliability, 1973, RZ22,
135-139.

This paper briefly examines traii+ional approaches to humar
reliability and presents a tfchnique which permits the systar
designer to derive a mutually exclusive and exhaustive se+ of
operator error categories in a man-compuner system. Thesp
error categories are defined in terms of process failures and
provide the system d.signer with a qualitative index suitable
for determininq error causes and conseauences. The technique
is demenstrated, and +-he utility of the resulting Prror
categories is evaluated in the cortcxt of two studies on a
military information processing system. Tho paper conclules
with a brief discussion of detectable and non-detectahle
errors and a suqqestion for determininq the impact of errors
cn ultimate system goals.
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Neches, P. ln+elliq-rt educational dialogue systems. San Diego,
California: "niversity of California, San Dipgo La Jolla
Center for Hmmar Information Processing, Report go. 7701,
March, 1977.

This pap-er describes a typothetical computer program capahlo
of kmulating tho behavior of a human tutor. Such a program
must ideally, display a number of characteristics. It must
be mixed-initiative, meaning that either student or tutor may
initiate an interaction. It must be capable of understandino
natural lanquaqg- input and aenerating natural languaqe
output. It must he highly knovledealble about its subject
matter, and generative in order to be able to answer
unanticipated questions. Finally, the system must be
flerible enough to detect the needs of a student and alter
its teaching strategy sc as to best meet those nPeds. The
first part of the paper discusses what the major parts of tho
system would be, *he funlctions Pach part would carry oun, and
the means by which they interact. The goal is to d4v-loo a
qeneral system that Can be tised with a number of different
teaching strategies. The second part of +he paptor analvzas
the Socratic teaching method in order to determine the
requirements for implementation within the system.

Nickerson, P. S. Man-computer interaction: h challenge for
human factors research. Ercn2olg , 1969, 12 (4), 501-517.

This paper claims that the increasing heterogeneity of the
community of computer users poses a challenGo to
psychologists and human factos researchers. There follows a
brief discussion of why this challenge apparently has not y-t
evoked a strong response. Three problems, or problem areas,
are identified as beirq particularly in need of human factors
research. These are (1) the development and evaluation of
conversational languages, (2) the determination of how +he
use patterns adopted by users depend on system
characteristics, and (3) the Aescriptior, or moAelinq, of
man-computer irteraction.
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Nickerson , P. S. , Elkind , J. I. and Carlorp 11, J. R. Humar
fa c4ors and thp design of time sharino ccmpita sys t ems.
Human Fact ors, 1968, 10, 127-134.

Thp advent of computer time sharirg poses an extaorliiav
challenrq? to human factors rospearch during the n-:xV d-ca ,.
Before time sharing, two facts combined. to de:-emphasize 4hr-
importance of humar factors considerations in the esiqn of
computer systems: (1) the cost of tte computer's time was
exorbitantly high relative to the cost of users* timo, ;tnd
(2) thr usiprs constituted a select, highly skilled and hiahly
motivated group of specialists. Two of the promises of tim-
sharina, however, are (1; a drastic reduction in the cost 'Y
computer time to the individual user, and (2) the largs scalc
availability of computer facilities te indiviiuals untrar'ee
in any areas of computer technology. Human factors
consideraticrs then. become Important both for economic and
psychiological rpasons. This paper briefly notes what a fpw
of theS'- conside !rations are.

Obermayer, R. U. Accuracy and timeliness in largo-scalg
data-entry subsvstems:. ft2=jedLnq of the 21st anrual
ftet jD of thes Human El§lo - S2-ty Santa Morica,
California, Human Factors Society, October, 1977.

Errors qenerat,:d at the input to automated informatior
systems threaten the utility of tte outputs produced by snch.
systoms-i.e., the classic GIGO (Garbage In--Garbaqp Out)
problem. Large amounts of effort ar attendant cos 4s arp
irvolvel in dea ling with these errors orce they are in thr-
system; however, more, attention should be (7i van to a
coirairated solution of the problem at the source-- the datA
entry point. A large-scale data-entry subsystsm model is
preisented, together with statistics or error and timeliness.
The concept cf a Source Data Entry Module (SDEM) is presented
along with considerations of desion criteria and a design
approach. Ar c'vample is given, parallelinq a testbh*d for
which data coll~ction is planred. IT is suggested that a
generalized SDFmi de-siqn may be achieveable, providing a basis
for the solution of a widA rarqe of automated information
system data entry problems.
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Palme, .1. Interactiv - software for humans. Stockholm, Swe4in:
Research Institute of National Pefense, Report No. po(T-

C1029-M3(ES), July, 1975.

Which of the human needs thba are affected by tho usp of
computers? Pow will computers affect the humans usinq them?
What kinds of communications between humans will thp
comput rs cause? How can computer systems be d.sionp.d to
beter satisfy human needs? What design principles should b
used for such systems? What kin's of man-machine interaction
will better satisfy human needs? This paper discusses 4hese
Froblers and presents various m*-thods. Computer driven,
command driven and natural language interaction is discussed.

Parsons, H. M. The scope of human factors In computer-based data
processing systems. iiman Fa ctrs, 1970, 12, 165-17S.

Work in human factors encompasses rosparch and applic-aion ir
human enqineovring, procedure development, trairinq

teclriques, personnel requirements, test and evaluation, tisk
description, and task allocation. Opportunities and needs
exist in computer-based data processing systems for all thesp
endeavors, especially with regard to on-line users. Within
human Pngineering, only manual entry has so far received much
research attention. Work is also needed on displays,
integrated entry-display, workspace and other equipment
aspects. on-line languages, and program produc'ion. Of
greatest concern to human enqineeriro is the computer outpu*,
designed by proqrammers, rather than the hardware. Ruman
factors people will have to master a new field and provide
guidance to a nrw discipline which has not yet understooM
human factors roquirements.
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Paulsen, B. C., Jr. Cortinuinq rpsearcb in the development of
interactive man-comouter systems for erqieerinq-corstruction
projects. Stanford, California: Stanford Tfniversity,
Depart ment of Civil Enqineerinq, Report No. -P-200,
Septemb-r, 1975.

This report describes research employing an interactive man-
computer environment to develop, implement and tpst
hypotheses and systems involvinq integrated network modls
for the planninq and control of resources and operations on
larqp engireering-constructIon projects. Such analytical
systems and procedures are urgently neeied for planning and
controllinq increasingly larqe and complex engineerinq and
construction projects. Examples include rapid transit
sys+ems, nuclear power plants, and miring developments.
Specific objectives included: (a) Continue developmen+ of
promising analytical alqoritt-s and procedures. (b)
Implhment systems ard hardware for communications at tho man-
computer interface to inteqrate he project enqI reers'
experience, judqment and qualitative analysis directlv irto
th- problem-solvinq Process. (c) Mirimize the feedback tima
requir-d to get information to decision makers for control
purposes. (d) Devplop objective means to evalua"c
alternativps in planninq and control subsystems.

Peace, D. M. S. and Easterby, R. S. The evaluation of user
interaction with computer-based manaqement information
systems. Human Fac-ors, 1973, 15, 163-177.

The paucity of human factors work in comruter system desiqr
is notpi, and rpasons for this are elaborated with paricular
reference to comouter-based manaqment information systems.
The main obstacle to such humar factors endeavor would appear
to be the lack of appropriate invrstiqatory techniques. To
remedy this deficiency a method is proposed which deriv-d
from t z- field of nsychotherapv. Pilc + studies are r-port.l
which demonstra*e the tpchnique Rrd iniicitp how thc Mati
obtained may be ir+erpreted. An appraisal of the votr.41al
cf this echnique in tthP manaqemert information system field
is presented.
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Pew, P. V., Rollins. A. R., and Williams, G. A. Generic
man-corputer dialogue specification: An alternative Ic
dialoque specialists. EILcglg.qjs of the IntrnIionil

E _lgD a!s Assodiation, 6th Annual Conqress, College Park,
Maryland, July, 176, 2 51-254.

It has lonq been arqued that man-computer dialoques should hp
writ4er by user-orientad human factors specialists rather
than by systems designers who were once proqrammers and whor tend to think like proqrammers. The difficulty is that vary
few human factors specialists have access to the iens of
systems designors and ever when their usefuln-ss ir
recoqnized there are not enough such specialists to moe thr
need. This paper will report on an alternative procedura 4r
which the humar facrors input is rade at the stage at which
system plarnino is under way, when system charactaristics are
sufficiently well lefined that i+ is possible +o writp a
dialogue specification, bu+ before systems designers have
begun to write dialogues. If this specificatlon is
effective, it will give the desioner freedom to do what he
does best, but will do it within predefined constraints that
will promote the development of an effective interactiv-
system. In conjunction with the diuvelopment of a larqe-scale
system proposed by the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service such a set of dialogue specifications
was written. The specifications wouJ6 permit several system
design teams to work independently, but producc dialogue
that is relatively uniform from subsystem t, subsystem and
that mants standards for good human factors design. mho
steps undertaken to create the specification are described
*oqethcr with salected samples of +he kind of dialoque 4t!at
may result.

-
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Press, L. Toward balanced mar-machine systems. I Ar.a t oal
,2.mr:- .l 9. jaj acbjia. sifteas, 1971, _, 1-73.

This paper begins with a simple classificatior schem- for
man-machine systems in which the question used for
classification is: Which partner is qivirg instructions and
which one is executirq them? A brief survey of current
svr~tms and development work shows that little is beirq donp
wit.h "balanced" systems, that is those where both partners
are ac+ive, where either may suqaest operations or execute

I' thpm, and where the order of the steps in the problem-solvinq
process is Jointly determined. one strategy for develovinq a
balanced system is to extend a machine-only system to allow
for interaction with and participation by a man, who must bo
enabled to input docisiors and to request information to help
his make those decisions. This strateqy is useful for
problems which car be automated, but where all of the
information known to the investfqator carnot be represented
explicitly or where routines to process it economically
canrot be invented. Examples are qiven of the potential
apulicatior of the approach to simulation studies.

Purdue Labor, tory for Applied Industrial Control. Siqnificant
accomplishments and documentation of the Irternational Purdup
Workshop on Computer Systems. Part TIT. Development of
interfaces and data tra nsmi ssion, in man-machina
communications and in the safety and security of in4ustrial
computer systems. Lafayette, Indiana: Purdue University,
laboraory for Applied Industrial Control, January, 1977.

This volume represents Part 3 of a six volume set reproducna
the major work accomplished by the International Purdue
Workshop on Industrial Computer Systems during tho pas" eight
years. This material is reprinted from the Minutes of 'hp
sevrral individual meetings of the Workshop and represents
th- work carried out by the standinq commlttaes of tho
Workshop.
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Purdue Laboratory for AppliP4 Industrial Control. sionificant
accomplis'ments and docusentatio ef the internatioral Pardut
Workshop on Industrial Computer Systems. Part VT.
Guidelines for the desiqn of man/machine interfaces for
proc-ss control. Lafayette, Indiana: Purdue University.

Laboratory for Applied Tidustrial Control, January. 1977.

This volume represents Part 6 of a six volume set reprolucina
the major work accomplished by the International Purdue
Workshop on Industrial Computer Systems 4urinq the past eiah4

V: years. This material is reprinted from the Minutes of the
Workshop and represents some of the work carried out by he
Man/Machine Communications Committee of the Workshop.
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Famsev, R. HI., Atwood, M. F., and Van Dorpr, J. R. A comparativ -
study of flowcharts and vrogram dpsiqn 1anquag-s for the-
de~ai1'-d procedural specification of computer vrogrims.
Al-xantlria, Virqiria: U. S. Armv Fpsearc- Institut4 for 4-h

Behavioral and Social Sciences, Army Posearch Tvis~i4.u~p
Technircal Paper, in. press.

This experime-ntal study was ryerforned in an attepmpt to assnss
the relia'ive merits of Proqrar Drsior tanguaqes (PDiLs) and
f1 owch arts as *rchniques for + h'e developmqpt Y1 d
do cu me r -a t io. of de-tailqd de siqnr for computer proqrams.
Tw-ftty students in a computer scienc;e graduate coursc
participatedI ir an experiment. Workinq individually, +hp
studgr~s desiqn-d a two-pass assembler for a smi
minicompute-r. Half thq students express4?d their design for
ths, fi-st pass of 4-hc assemblrr ir thr form of a flovclar,
and expressed tht-ir design for 4-he spcond pass ir a Proaraim
IDesion Larquaqe. The other half of the students usad P ~T
for pass ore, and a flowchart for pAss two. Flovcharts an
FDTs vo-re comparam on thz basis of various m i ':s of

*OV-rall depSiqn C,lity, 'leSiqr errors, 1-vel of Metail e)
dpsiqnr, tima e-xpended ir developirq dpsions, and subjectivaIpreferences. Hpv.ncT comple t ed this design task, the cubjects
ther p-rformed an implemerta4-ior task. They were 7- av ftn
fairly detailed procedural design~s for a vrogram whiclh
simulatns the function of a fairly so[)his4'icA+Cd
minicomputer. They were- then required to develop a working
versior of tho program in PL/i. Altbough the isians were
logically equivalrent, balf the students receivei thieir
simulator Mpsiqr in flowchart form, and half in PDT. form.
Flowcharts and PT)Ls w-erre compared on tlie basis of ipsign.
comprehsnsion test performarcp, various rasures of overaill
implemrntation quality, implIrmentation errors, ani subi ctiv-
preforcr~ce. In the c onte Pxt in wbich this stilly Vas
performed, th usa of 'i Program Ponsiqn Lanquacae (PT)L) by a
software desiqncar, for the tiivolopmpnt andi description of a
detailond procyram doesign, zuroducP1 1better results than iid *he:
use of flowchar~s. Specifically, the designs app-arptl to he
of riqr4ifi-artlv bv'tter auali'y, invo'Ivinq more ailgorithmic
cr proc-dural detail, than those produced using flowchars.
In addition, flowchart desions exhibited consid-rably morp
abbreviation and othor spacr-savira practices that didl PflL
designs, with a possible adverso effect or their readabhility.
Whar Poujvalent, highly ro-adahloz desiqns were presert %l to
suhj'c's in both PDL and flowchart form, no patrn of short-
term or lonq-terr differe-nces in corprphension of *hJ esign1
was observed. No significant differences were deten~pd In
tho quality or other properties of programs writtenr as
implomentations of the designs. Subjective ratings indical-A
a mild prr-ferenc+, for PDLs. Overall, the results suqc,,'
that software design performancem ard de signor -Proaramm!?r
communication riqh+ be significantly improved by 'the idoptiir
of irformal Program Design LAnquaq-es, rathrr then flowcharts,
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as a standard documentation method for dtailil c,)mpuf-ar
proqta, designs.

ReisT'er, P. Use of psychological olparimelltation as an ail +o'
development of a query lanquaqp. lryE Tra~s~ti,3ns on
a~twre r11gj!i riq 11977, SE-3 (3), 2T"7229.-

This papoor describes a series of psychological -.-xoerimorts
rused to test a new data baso anery larquaqe. Th- in'-ert is

to rake psycholocical +estina of a lancuagi part of +hp
de5;iqn and dcvelopme~nt Process. By testirq a lanquaqv whil-
it i4s still und--r development, foatures that rcequirq chanqira
can tp identifiqd and the changes made. The experimpr~s,
wh irb used collegce students as subipcts, inves~iqate(I: 1 )
ovorall "loarnability" of the lanquaqp, 2) "learnabilltv" of
individual features of the language, and 3) the types tr'd
frequercies of errors made. Pecommenled changas to $-hp
particular lanquage and the basis for those recommeniAtions
are described. Tr addition, errors malie by experimental
subjects during the testing arke then analvzel from thp Point
of view of possible cause-S. Based or this analysis, a
preliminary model of query vri'inc and two possibia indicas
cf query complexity are suqqestaA.

Rijnsdorp, J3. E. and Pouse, W. B. Desiqn of mat-machina
Interfaces in process control. in Van Nauta Leake (Fai.)
Di~iti1 5 n:2kn2i22 12& ±.ictI 2 Rr.cell 2tr01. Nqw Terk:
TF&C and North-Holland Publishing Company, 1'7_,7O%-72O.

Computerized CRT-tiisplys are rapidly being introduced into
man-machine Interfaces for process control and suparvision.
The flexibility of these devices can promoto tho
incorporation of human factors ir interface design. This
paver qives a survey o'f desiqnr criteria and quidelin-s for:
Allocatinq system functions Ptwpen "mar" and "machine";
co pi a with operator skills; Pvaluatinq CRT-displays and
choosing controls and dialcaup structures for 4-hc s P CRT-
displays type of displays. Also, attention is Paid to
expe-rimental comparison of desiqnt alterrativas, and to the
influerces of the human orgarization, hiqlh mental stress and
jfob satisfaction on interface desiqn.
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PInc-,ol S., Vicinc', F. t., and Andrfvs, P. S. Human fartors
research in comr~and irfotat tor procpssicy sy-;tans.
Wasiraton, D. C.: Army Porsonne! Pesearch Office, Per-'rf
No. APPO-TPR-1145, March, 1966.

'rhp report describr-s th's scopa, ratiornale, orqariz;.:tion, -ni
* progress of a command systpmr research prnarar to provila

human factors information nppee fcr performanco witHi r
complex automat~d information p-orc-ssinq rystems. Followli'o
a survay of mili'ary irformation prccessinq secuipmqn+, R n0
ope:rations and future plars for command inf',rmatiln
procossinq systePms, basic human factors problems var'-
identified and organized around five criticil
operations-screenirq ircominq data, t ransforming raw dalei
for input inlto storage devices, irput, assimilation of
displayed information, and decision making. A research
program was formulatoed an ( studies undertaken to y i r-l
empirical inforrition about the effects on human performarcce
of (1) characteristics of thp information prAessnted? (densit4y,
amourt, etc.): (2) dvramic aspects of information (+yDOe,
extent, codirq of uipdates): (3) display modas anti ssnsorv
modalitieas (group vs individual d is pl ays, multisarsorvI displavs) ; and (41) computer aids to tl'e d-cisior procf~ss. A
Command systems taboratory was divvlopfbd to permit simulation
cf various TOS f itnc t ions. Pineiras havva sugges-rI +
possibility of redluction in stc:aqr capacity rqiee~e
rumbor of displays calledl from storaoef during a qiv-r.
operational time pe riod, and time requirel for the total
information assimilation-decision process and sunportel +he
incorporation and u se of informa-tion consuicui'-y coling
capabilities in command systems.

Foot, R. Tr. and Saiacca, R. Man-computer communication
technicucs: Two experiments. Hun Ejqga 1967, 9,
!21-528.

Two Pxparimental studies are reported that were irtended +r,
evaluat4F man-computer communicatIon techniqueis within, the
context of the ccomputer-based image irterpretation facili'-y.
The first experiment, comparing five differqrt data entry
prorptdures, indicated that, althongh a procedurn requirini
tho in+orpratar to enter report data directlv asncq a tealetvpv
key-board resulte-d in the shortest overall throughput 'ma
procedu-~ inVolV~rq messaae comporition by 'ha i MR (7
interpreter witl suhscequent transcription by a coimmuniica4 or
rinimizes the -ima spent by the lntervretpr in rpor t

qonoration and maxiimizes the tiino availablp for thP dmtec9Aon
and identification of targets on aerial imagery. The secord
expoeriment, evaluating altrnative word form-data Pn~ry
format combination., shoved no difforences arong tha sir
comtinations studied.
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Roscoe, S. N. Airborne displays for flight and navicaion. Human
a.ctors, 1968, 10, 321-332.

This paper deals with certain types of airborne displavs,
specifically, those used in naviqatina and flying aircrafl.
Consid-ration is given to thr na+ure of the crew's flight
task, to cortair principles of fliqht display, and to soma of
the Piperimental evidence bearing on principles of display.

Poscoe, S. N. Assessment of pilotaqe error in airborne area
navigation procedures. Human Factor, 1974, 16, 223-228.

In 1969, by specifically including "pilotage error" in *hP
error budget for area navigation system certificaton, tho
Federal Aviation Administration legally attaclad qconomic
premiums and "panalties to" humar, as well as equipment,
performance in mar-machine system desiqn. To establ'sh thp
accuracy of use and freedom from pilot blunders associatad
with systems amployinq various configurations of displays and
con+rols requir's both simulator and fliqh experimenta ion.
An automatically adantive cockpit side task provides a
saturating levl oF pilot workload ard allows th- sensitive,
orlprly, ard statistically reliable measurement of a pilo+'s
residual attention as a common metric for area navgation
sys+em assessment.
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Poscoe, S. N. and Eisclc, J. F. Integrated computer-qen-ri*od
cockpit displays. In T. B. Shoridar and G. Johnson (Pus.)
_oniorin_ behavior and suner vson control. NP w York:
Plenum Pross, 1976. 39-50.

In the new qcen-ration of hinh-sneed, vuli-mission aircraF+
the role of the pilot has charged subs*antially. Vow -y5sm
elements typically require the man to be an information
manager or a fas+ decision maker as opposed to a 44_rac+
controller of flight variables. Adjustment to the new
demands has been greatly assisted by innovations in display
and control trchnologv and the inclusion of advanc rt
computers on board. These innovations have increased tha
degree of freedom in function allocation and display ane
control system design. Ye+ , to capitalize on +b"-4C
cpportunities, further improvempn+s in sensing and 14isplay
are necessary for a wise use of these aditional degrees of
freedom. As aircraft become mero sonhisticated and their
missiors more demanding, there is an inevitable increase in
tho pilot's dependence on artificial devices for sensing and
display of information about aircraft pprformance anl for
control of the aircraft in flich . One approach is to
determine the specific informa+ion requirements for a
particular flight in a particular aircraft and to judge th
adequacy of a particular display against these. However,
such an approach requires eternal iteration, and thero is no
way of assuring +hat all likely missions for any qiven
airplano will be provided for in anything like an optimum
manner. A more systematic approach is needed. To succoed in
applying modern 4echnoloqy to lone-standing unsolvel fliqht
maneaement and control Problems, w at is known from research
and exp-rience in specific contexts must first b; abstract.d I
through analysis and then inteqrated through synthesis. Even
if all of the pilot's information requirements were
exhaus4ively known, and 4 he required dynamics for e- b
displavd variable specified quantitatively, creative design
would still be called for to embody hose requirements in a
clearly encoded display. The transformations be+wpn
informatior o be displayed and its optimum coding rpmair
cbscure ecause lists of information requirempnts do n t
imply any+hing about the rr la+ionships amorg it-ms of
informplion. Tnformation shnuld be considered as an organic,
dynamic system, not as discrete items.
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Pothrberq, J. An infplliqcont tutor: on-line documentatior anl
help for a military messaqre sorvice. Marina dal Rcev,
California: marina del Rev Irforration Sciences lnstltuta,
Report No. IST/RR-74-26, May, 1q75.

Th- military ma ssage service Porposed by 'TSI's Information
Automa+!ion Project is desiqrP-d to provide full documentation,
he lp, and oerror-raportinq facilities on-line. The Tufor
serves these functions by accessinq a documentation (or Felp)
data base which ccntains multilevel descriptions for ev-ry

*"semantic entity" used in the intprface be twen + be ssrvic,-r
and thp user. These descrip+ions are expardable with respect
to the amounn and type of irformation presented, as well as
with respect to the user's level of proficiency and
experience, as indicated by a User Profile. The Tutor a1,so
provides a facility for on-line computker-aided insruction.
It can be invokad explicitly by the user's request for hplp,
or by *he Command Language Processor and User Monitor ir
response to unrecoanized commands, irefficient operation, or
error conditions.

Fouse, S. ff. and Rouses, V. B. Design of a model-based on-lire
manaqevent information system for interlibrary loan networks.
Champaign, Illinois: University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champai-ar, Coordinated science laboratory, Repor", No. T-54$,
December, 1q77.

Thq primary purpose of this rpport is to discuss a study of
the feasibility of implementinq a model-bas;!d online-
managTemgnt information system within the Tllinois Library and
Information Network. To that end, a prototype dcesiqn is
discussed. This discussion includes consideration of *-hc
projf-cted operatinq cost s of the maracement informat* or
system. Several issues were consideredA in ievelopinq thp
prototype desion presented here. While many of the? isstlqs
are discussed in. presenting thp prototype design, the authors
felt that thesp issues should bp qiven fuller traatment.
Thus, a substantial portion of this report rpviews the
qen-ral issues and how they are, corside red in the literature.
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Rouse, W. B. A me'icl of the human ir a coqnitivp prediction tas '.
IFV,' ra jL~j2R 2 aysteuEs9  §.E# In CXbernetcs 1973,

SMC-3, 5, 473-477.

Th- buman decision maker's b'havior when predicting fut'irr
statos of discrete linear dyramic systems driven bY zqro-mman
Gaussiar processes is modaled. Thc task is on a slow enouqh
time scale +hat physicloqicpl constraints arp insiqnificart
compared with cogritivm limita+ionr. The model is basically
a lirqpr reqresqion system il-ntifier with a limited m, ory
and noisy observations. Experimantal data are present=d ard
compar'd tc the model.

Pouse, W. B. Design of man-comput -r interfaces for on-line
interactive systems. Proceedirgs of -I ME, 1975, 63 (6),
e47-857.

An a+tempt is made to integratc. a wide ranne of material irto
a conceptual structure for the desiar of man-compu+or
interfaces for on-line interactive systems. Typical rolos
for th, human ir man-computer systems are considered.
Suqqestions for the desiqr of systems are developed ir
discussions of displays and input dpvices, visual information
processinq, and mathematical models of h nman behavior.
Possible developments and avenues of research in man-compu 4 ar
systems are sugested.

Rouse, W. B. A model of the human as a suboptimal smcother. IFF
2t~aLsaci£nson Sxsteis, Man, a cb2ticps, 1976, SMc-6
(i), 337-343.

Pstimation theory is used to devolop a model of a Fuian
decision maker in a self-paced, visual data smoo4hinq taee.
The model is basically a noisy fixed-point smoother combinesd
with a weichting function that discounts data in relition 4o
its distance (in time) from tho point beinq smoothed.
xperimntal data is used to estimate the parameters of the

modal. Applications of the model to the d1siqr of
information displays and man-computer interactive 4ocisior
makinq systems are considered.
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Rouse, W. R. A model of humar decisionmakinq ir a fault diagnosis
task. UO E of tshe Afuente _! n! 1_or
conffence on Co ntrol, ana Comu+ing, Champaign, Tllinois:
Univr-rsi'y of Illinois at Urbara-Cbampaign, September, IQ77.

1,tili.ing elemortary concepts from the theory of fuzzy set..
as wpll as several non-fuzzy heuristics, a model is presin+aA
of human decisior making i. the task of trouble-shoc+4na
graphically displaypd networks. The performance of +he moIl
is compared to the results of two experimental studies.

Pouse, W. B. A theory of human decisiormakinq in stochastic
estimation tasks. IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, an
Cxbernetics, 1977, SM-7 (',), 27L1-283.

Human dqcisionmakinq in stochastic estimation tisks is
considered. Theoretical and experimertal results fron
mathematical psycholoqy ere reviewed. Concepts from
stochastic estimation theory are used to develop a theory of
human decisionmaki ng that employs optimal s-ochastic
estimators with a short-term memory model, at least one lona-
term model, and a method of trading off estimates derived
from each modpl. Approaches to testing the theory as well as
the theory's implications are discussed. Also, the
limitations of a linear theory are considered.

Rouso, W. B. Human-computer interaction in multitask si*uations.
TEX T.1111gLlns on S!Sttms. VIL I*nj 1977,
(5), 3854-392.

Human-computer Irteraction in multitask docisionmakirg
situations is cons.derd, and it is proposed that humans and
computers have overlapping responsibilities. Oueuainq thecrv
is .mploved to model this dynamic approach to tb allocation
cf responsibility between human and computer. Results of
simulation experlments are used to illustrateP the effects of
several system variables including number of tasks, mean time
tetween arrivals of action-evoking events, human-computer
speed mismatch, probability of computer error, probability of
human error, and the lpvel of feedback be~veen human and
computar. Current experimental efforts are discussed and the
prac-ical issues Involved in desiqning human-computer systams
for multitask situations are considered.
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Rouse, V. S. Human problem solving performance in a fault
diaqnosis task. IEEE T KansctJ& on SYteus, Mp. , E

~jben~j~. 178, gIZ (4j), 258-271.

It is proposed that humans in automated systema will be askc.c
to assume the role of troubleshooter or problem solver and
that the problems which they will be asked to solve in such
systrms will not ba amenable to ro+e solution. The design of
visual displays for problem solving in such situations is
considered, and the results of two experimcnal
investications of human problem solving performance in the
diaqnosis of faults in graphically displayed ne+work problams
are discussed. The effects of problem size, forced-pacinq,
computer aiding, and training are considered. Pesults
indicate that human performance deviates from optimalitv as
problem size increases. Forced-pacinq appears to cause 4-be
human to adopt fairly brute force strategies, as compared *o
those adopted in self-paceM situations. Computer aiding
substartially lesspns the number of mistaken diagnoses by
performinq the bookkeeping portions of the task.

Rouse, W. 8. and Enstrom, K. V. Human perception of the
statistical properties of discrete time series: Effects of
interpclatior methods. IEF T gUaau .~js2D U tjjs o f l,
d Lbqr ttics, 1976, StC:6 (7), 466-473.

The human's ability to estimate the mean and standard
deviation of discrete time series is discussed. The effect
cf polynomial interpolation formulas on these two statistics
is considered both mathematically and 4xparimentally.
Derivations show that the piece-vise continuous functions
resulting from polynomial interpolation have unbiasad
expect.d values and biased variances. Rqsults of two
experiments are presented that support the idea that humans
tase the ir perceptions on the piece-wise continuous resul+ of
interpolation and thereby transmit the statistical bias. The
prac+i4cal implications of these results are liscussel.
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SaMet, M. G. and Davis, 9. B. computer-baspd supervisory systpm
for manpkqinq information flow in C3 systems: Pacing MOdCO.
Voodlarnd Hills, California: Perceptrorics, Repirt No.
PTB-1033-77-3, March, 1977.

This ri-port d--scribes progress on work centerqd on the
demorstration of a systqm of irteqrated on-line adaptive us-r
models desiqned to automatically select and pact, informatior

* in a simulated command, control, and communication (C3)
*system. The report includes: (1) a human-factors based

rationale for improving information flow in C3 systems; (2) a
description of modifications made to the Tactical and
Negotiations Game (TUG) scrnario to create a C3 dscisionr
simulation in which automatic selection and pacinrq of
information can be realistically accomplishedi (3) the
conceptual specification of a real-time, computer-based mol
for automatically adapting message pacing rate to the
information processing and decision making capabilities of an
individual operator; (48) an overview of thq software
configuration being implemente4 to support the system. The
next phase of work will focus on the system implemsantation of
the rawly developed configuration of information selection

* and pacing models.
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Samet, M. G., Veltman, G., and D8avis, K. B. Application of
adaptive models to information selertion in C3 sublects.
Woodland Hills, California: Perceptronics, Rqport Wo.
PTR-1033-76-12, December, 1976.

This report describes research and development centsreA or
the demonstration of an on-line adaptive mcdlel for
automatically selecting information in a command, contrnl,
ani communication (C3) system. Rationale for application of
the moql is built upon a reovew of psychological lit-ratire

I' concerninq human pea rforma nce in specifying information
requirements, and in acquirinq and utilizing information for
military decision making. Based on a multi-attribute
decomposition of information messages, the model selects
information for an individual user according to his observed
information preferences in response to specific situational
requirements. An additional alqorithm reduces the size of a
selpctpd information set by dynamically pruning relatively
low-utility items. The model was implementei for a simula !d
ASW tracking task, and was sytPematically evaluated in trPs
of both its intrinsic performance and the perforwance of ar
expvrt operator working with it. The results demonstratpe
the capability of the model to adapt to varied inaividualize
information seekinq strateqies, and to subsequently automa+p
ths selection of information appropriate to those strategies.
Empirical evaluations showed that an operator was able te
perform the tracking task successfully and much more rapidly
with automatic selection of information. Moreover,
performance effectiveness was enhanced by the removal of
messages which contributed little to the overall utility of
an information set. The findiios are discussed in terms of
the advantages and implications of the adaptive, multi-
attribute utility model and its potential application for
improving information flow (e.r., pacing and routing) ard
utilization in computer-based C3 systems.

Schank, R. C. Research at Yale ir natural language processing.
New Raven, Connecticut: Yale university, Department of
Computer Science, Report No. RR-84, 1976.

This report describes the state of the computer progrars at
Yale that do automatic natural larquace processing as of the
end of 1976. 'hp theory behind the proqrams shown here as
well as descriptions of how t.ose programs function has bppr
described elsewhere. This report summarizes the capabiliti-s
of 9 computer programs at the present time.
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Schneidermar, B. and McKay, D. Rxperimental investigations of
computpr program debugging and modificatior. PoQ£__4_ings of

Ike ~h ~p_%2_s 2f~ In~ 1Ut1AaLin~l fragl2s !12aiati-l
Human Factors Society, College Park, Maryland, July, 1976.

Although greater emphasis is placed on the task of computor
program compositior, debugging and modification often consume
more time and expense in production ervironments. Debugqinc
is the task of locating syntactic and semantic errors 4n
programs and correcting these errors. Modification is thp
chance of a working program to perfor alternate tasks. The
factors and techniques wbich facilitate debugging and
modification ar = poorly urderstood, but are subject +e
experimental investigation. Controlled experiments can h
performed by presenting two groups of subjects with two forms
of a program or different programming aids and requirina *he
same task. For example, in onp study we presented an 81 line
FORTRAN program containing bugs to distinct groups of
subjects. One of the groups received a detailed flowchart,
but results indicated that this aid did not facilitate the
debugging procedure. Similar neqa+ive results were obta!Red
for a rodification task. In other experiments, comments and
reaninqful variable names were useful in debugging and
modularity facilitated moification. Other potentially
influential factors, which are subject to experimental study,
include indentation rules, t ype of cortrol structures, data
structure complexity and program design. These and othar
human factor experiments in programming have led to a
coqnitive model of programmer behavior which distinguish-s
between +he hierarchically structured, meaningfully acquired
semantic knowledge and the ro+ely memorized syntactic
knowledge. Errors can be classed into syntactic mistakes
which are relatively easy to locate and correct and two forms
cf semantic vistakes. Semanti4c errors occur while
constructing ar internal semantic structure to a
representation in the syntax of a programming language.
Modification is in+erpreted as the acquisition of an internal
semantic structure by studying a program, followed by
modification of this structure and revision of the code.
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Seibel, P. Data entry devices and procedurps. In It. B. Vancott
and P. G. Kincade (Eds.) Ru~jn ngj-1j1eerjn SuAe .
eg~uigjtnt. desigqn. Vashington, D.C.: U.S. GoY.TTPnra
Priri-ing office, 1972, 311-3.44.

A wide variety of alterrative rear~s for entering data hava
accomparied the automation of data bandling. These ranqp
from keyboards, levers, switches, and dials to light pencils,
andi hardwritten Or Voice inputs. Th speed and accuracv wi th
which data entry is accomplished usira these dpvicqs depend
on (a) the characteristics of the rource data, (b) the iesign
of the data entry device, and (c) the characteristics of th,
operator. This chapter presents recommendations ani crnss
comparisons for the human enqirekering design or selection of
a variety of data entry devices, procedures, and sourcP
document formats. Steering wbi-els and joysticks, which arp
continuous control data entry devices, are discussed.

Shackel, B. !an-computpr interaction - the contribution of *h
human. Fciences.* Er o o ic, 1969, .12 (4),~ 485-1499.

An introductory survey is prpsprtei of tho vossibli?
con+ril-ution of the human scierces to mmn-coiiputpr
interaction, based upon a full review of the relcvant human
factors literature which is to be published. A possible
taxonomy for the field is proposed founded on broad divisions
of the human sciences problem areas and of ths types of
computer systems and services. Ulsingq the taxonomy as a
framework, some examples of relevart human sciences work and
souc problems and research needs are discussed.
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Sheppard, S. B., Borst, M. A., Curtis, B., ani Love, L. T.
Preic.+inq programmerse ability to modify software.
Arlington, Virq'nia: General Flectric Company, PeDor.' No.
TR-38R100-3, May, lq78.

This roport describes the second experiment in a program of
research designed to identify characteristics of z,3puVr
software which are related to its psychological complexity.
Thirty-six experienced proqraimers were given unlimited time
to make specified modifications to a preliminary proqram and
three experimenta] programs. The correctness of *he
modification ard the time required to make each modificatior
served as dependcnt variables. Results indicated that the
difficulty of the modification was significantly related to
the time to solution. This relationship was described by m
hyperbolic function relating time to the number of statemWn's
to be inserted in the code. Modest effects on the score and
time were observed for order of presentation, sugqestinq a
learning effect. On two of the three programs studiei,
better modifications were made when the control flow of the
oriainal programs was well-structurei. Wo performarce
effects were related to the absence of comments or tbP type
cf comments (in-line versus global) used. No4qrata
relationships with the criteria were observed for saveral
complexity metrics, and these were stronger where mstrics
were obtained from the modified code rather than the origiral
Froqraws.

A--
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Sheppard, S. R. and Lovr-, L. T. A pr~1iminary experiment #- tps
influences on human ur.4erstandinq of so~ftware-. Arlington,
Virginia: Genaral Electric, Tnformatior Systems Programs,
Beport No. TR-77-388100-1, June, 1977.

Fight experienced proarammers were each given three PORTRAN
programs to meorize and reproduce funct~ionally, without
notes. Three levels of complexity of control flow and threc
levels of mnemonic variable names wore Independently
manipulated. The experimental design was aft incomple',
split-plot factorial where each programmer was givpn one
versior~ of Pach program and all levels of the two primary
indppenient variables. The participants correctly recalled
significantly more statements when the complexity of control
flow was reducqd. Differences in recall for the three levrels
of mnemonic variable names were not significant. A further

*analysis compared the percent of statements corrpc+].y
recallq4 to Halstead's E, a measure of the effor t requirel to
code a proqrim. The Pearson correlation coefficient was
-0.81, over the 24a data points; thus indicating that
Hfalstead's F Is a powerful predictor of one's ability to
understand a computer prearam. Several charges in ths?-I experimental 4esion and the corduct of the experiment itsalf
are recommended for future experimental work in this are!a.
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Sidorsky, R. C. Alpha-Pot: A new approach to direct comput-r
entry of battlefield data. Arlinoton, Virginia: U.S. ArMv
Fesearch Tnstitute for the Behavioral and Social Scierc-s,
echnical Paper 249, January, 1974.

The, Alpha-dot system is a codirq technique that enables
people to input data usirg familiar shapes in a form +ha . is
also directly compatibla with computers and other binary data
processors. The technique can be used as the basis for a
number of devicos and precedures for two-way communication of
information between man and machire. For example, data car
be input via keyboards, pressure sensitive "tablets," CRT's,
paper forms and other means. The purpose of the present
research was to determine the suitability of the 5 key Alpha-
dot keyboard for source data automation of battlefiell
information. Ten enlisted personrel entered both frqe forr
and formatted vprsions of simulated enemy situation spot
reports. Learning time as well as rate and accuracy of data
entry usinq the Alpha-dot keyboard was coupared to operator
performance usinq a standard typewriter. No special skill is
required to operate the device. All of the trainees were_
able to input messages satisfactorily after two or thrqe
minutes of instruc+ion. Learrinq time for skilled operatior
is very short. Nine of the ten trainees memorized thr
character set within 1 1/2 hours of practice and were thzr
able to transmit messages without reference to the quil .

chart. Rate of data entry compares favorably with thp
standard keyboard. Aftqr less than five hours of practice,
free text messages were entered at 60% of Pach trainee's
standard keyboard rate. However, formatted (TOS type)
messages were transmitted at a rate equal to or excae4in
that of the standard keyboard. Urcorrected errors were nil
with both keyboards. The Alpha-dot technique appears to have
poteptial as a means of increasing the speed, accuracy and
flexibility of input of battlefield data by frontlinp
observers.
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Smith, E. E , Shoben, F. J., and Rips, L. J. Structure and
process in semantic memory: A featire model for seman~icdecisions. PShol2SqiCal Iteye, 1974, al, 214-241.

A model is proposed to account for recent findinqs on th'
time nelded to dcide that a t st irstanc- is a membpr of a
Starqet semantic category. It is assumed that the mraning of
a laxical term can b, represen+ePI by semantic features. S~mp
of th se features are essential or defining aspects of a
word's meaning (defininq features), whilo others arm mnre
accidental or characteri stic aspects (charac4erist4_C
features). This defining versus charactpristic distinctior

is combined with a t wo-staqe processing mechanism in such a
way that the first stage determines the similarity betwoon
the tese instance and tarqet category with rpspect to both
defining and characteristic features, while the scond staqg
considers only agreement between defining features. This
moiel is shown to be consistent with most semantic memory
effects, and two new experim ts provida further dotailed
support for it.

Srith, S. L. and Goodwin, N. C. Computer-cenerated speech and

man-computer interaction. ulmar Factots, 1970, la, 215-223.

large-scale use of talknq computers may be anticipated for
reasons of general convenience and special effectiveness. A
telephone link to a computer, with touch-tone inputs and
stored speech outputs poses a number of design problems of
interest for the human factors specialist. Recommended
features include (1) user pacina and optional repetition of
spoech output in a transactional sequence, (2) use of
different voices and other auditory coding to distinguish
types of output, and (3) use of tone codes to indicate
required input.

Smolyan, G. L. Development of man-computer interaction.
Ar lirqton, Virginia: Joint Publications Research Service,
May, 1973.

This raport discusses the prohlem of interaction batween man
and computers as a primary factor in raising thp efficiency
cf man-machinp systems of control and data processina.
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Snyder H. L. image quality and face recogrition on a television
dfsplay, ll 1.tors, 19714, 16, 300-307.

Subjects were asked to match faces presented sinqly on a
television display with one of 35 facps presented or P
ihotoqraphic display. The probability of correct recognition
and the time rpquired to recoqnize the single facp wcr
related to the quality of the television imaqe. Imaqp
quality was varied by changing the squarewave response of th
telpvision system and the video signal-to-noise volaqe
ratio. A derived unitary m2ric of image quality, th
square-vave modulation transfer function area, MFTA , was
shown to correlate highly with both measures of observer
performance. The utility of this metric for systems design
is discussed.

Sperandio, J. C. and Bisseret, A. Human factors in the study of
information input devices. Warnborouqh, Enqlard: Roy l
Aircraft Establishment, Report No. RAE-LIB-TRANS- 1728,
FP41239, March, 1974.

One problem area in man-machine system is that of
communication between man and machine. A good knowledqe of
the various communication devices and of their compatibility
with the operator is therefore very useful when preparing the
optimization of a working system. Keyboard and comparisons
based on speed, accuracy, ease of training, users convenience
are corsidered following, as a quideline, the development of
input devices to permit higher speeds. The implications of
parallel inputs (chord playing keyboards) and the consequant
loss of flexibility are considered. other nor-keyboard
sys+ems are dealt with and some speculation as to usefulness
of devices permitting perception and dpcodinq of natural
language is presented.
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Spesock, G. J. and Lincoln, R. S. Human factors aspects of
diqital computer programminq for simulator control. Huma"

_Fctors, 1965, 7, 473-482.

Because of the enormous present day effort devoted -o *hp
preparation of diqital computer programs, sp~cial att-r+ior
should be qiven to the human factors aspec4 s of proaram
development. Currently available proqram compilers reprpsc-
a siqnifican+ application of certain human factors
priciples, but are not generally applicabla to problems of

I' "real time" proqramming. Since the creation of appropr!te
compilers is important to simulation methodoloqy, this report
includes a detailed description cf a "real tire" compiler
devcloped for display/control simulation on a small compntmr
in a human factors laboratory.

Steeb, R., and Artof, M., Crocks, W. H., and Weltman, G.
Man-machine interaction in adaptive computer-aidod control:
Final report. Woodland Hills, California: Perceptronics,
Report No. PATR-1008-75-12/31, December, 1975.

Shared decision making between man and intelligent machine Is
becoming an important part of advanced systems. The research
described in this paper is directed toward developinq human
factors criteria for the man/machine interaction. The
research effort include evaluations of task alloca+ior
techniaues, information feedback, and decision analysis
methods. The report presents the results of a series of
experimental investigations of adaptive computer aided
control. The report includes (1) a review of shared decision
makirng and control with intelligent machines; (2) an analysis
ef decision processes and performance in shared control
tasks; (3) a description of a representative shared control
simulation involvinq remotely piloted vehicle quidance; and
(4) a series of experiments centarinq on methods of automatic
control allocatior and fpedback. The results of the
invpstication suggest tl'at automatic allocation of control
tased on estimated operator utilities or on objectivoly
defined values is of advantage in shared control. The choice
cf allccation criteria and feedback type both depetd sronqly
cn the situation. Performance (objective value) based
allocation and feedback resulted in control pronortions
closer to the optimum amount than preference based on
allocation.
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Sterb, P., W;Itman, G., and Freedy, A. Man/machine interaction in
adap+ive computer-aided control: Human factors quildelinos.
Woodlard Hills, California: Percertrorics, Peport No.
PATP-1OO8-76-1/11, January, 1976.

This report provides ir guidelire fcrm a summary of t-b
investigation, findings and recommendations compil-l in a
series of stucdi-s of adaptive computer aided control. Thr-se
studies, spanning the four year period from November 1971 +o
Noverber 1975, were directed toward developing human factors
criteria for the interaction between man and intelligent
machine. The areas considlrzd include: (1) the range of
application of adaptive aiding. (2) characteristics of
adaptive control systems. (3) allocation of cortrol
function, (4) man/machine commnication. (5) operator
selection and training, and (f) syster performance analysis
methods.
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Strub, M. H. Evallatior of man-compulter input technquis for
mil4itarv irformatior systems. Washinqson, D. C.: U. S. Army
Behvicr and Svsters Research Labora+ory, Techrca Rpepcr 4

226, May, 1971.

The accuracy ard speed of two irput procedures wero Paelh
compared under two conditi;ons cf verification. Tn ono
procedure, the incoming messace is translated onto a ppner
format before b-ina trarscribed on a CRT screen (off-lirc).
In +he other, the messaco is +ranslated directly on thp CRT
screen (on-lin ). In the unverificd condition, o e man
performs the irp, operation without error check; in +he
verified condition, two men tr rsla~s thc same message and
comrare their translations lefore enteri g the information
irto the da+a base. Resul s under the four experimen'al
con04+ions were also cornared with a procedure similar to
that used in thp 7th Army TOS in which a message is
translated onto a paper format and +hp unverified message is
copied on the CPT screen by +he operator of a user irplt+
output devica (UTOD). Subjects were 60 enlisted men studyina
at +he USMA Prep School, who were divided into four qroups
and assiqned to the four experimental conditions so as +e
fur ish data for analysis of variarce. Tnhere ware
significantly fewer errors when the message was input
dircrctly on the CPT than when paper formats were used as An
intrrmcdiate st-p (11.2% error vs 14.8%). Speed of input wns
prac+ically th- same under the two methods. When +wo
cperatorq checked each oth'er's transla+ions befora +he
Lnfrmation was entered into the data base, error was reduced
by one third (10.3 vs 15.7%), bul thp procedure took aboit
one-third more time 0.81 Y ir. vs 4.q8 min.) . Ei+h-r
procedura was an irprov~ment in accuracy over the work method
cf having the mossage translated on+o a paper format by one
"action office" and then havinq a UTOD operator cony the
format on the CPr and then enter the format into thm data
tase. The presen+ research seron7y suqgests that incom'nq
messaqes should be translated directly on the CRT scrprn.
Direct CRT inpu' would reduce error while aliminatinq paper
formats and nnod for tI' fTOD operator to transcribe *h
paper formats on a CPT scresr -- A considerable savinq in
effort and materials. While verification by a second
operator substantially reduces the number of errors enterinq
the system, a tradeoff aqainst time and manpower must be
reckoned with. Present findinqs suqqest +hat, wh-n time and
personnel pprmit, messaqes should be verified for consistercv
before the information is entered into the data base.
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Strub, M. ff. Automated aids to or-line tactical data irpitinq.
Vashingaon, D. C.: U. S. Army elavior and Systems Research
laboratory, Technical Report 262, February, 1975.

In an automat;d information system tho Irput opera'or rust
convert free text information irto computer-readable format
rapidly and accurately as he enters it into tie data base.
This report describes and evaluates a corput-r-assisted
message inputting (CARI) aid desiqned to provide useful
a#-itional formatting instructions to operators. Both a full
format and an experimental checklist format were used with
the CANT CPT and with a handbook of instructions and sample
formats to input scenario-type messages. Subjects were 60
enlisted men divided into five groups, one for each of the
experimental conditions plus one using only the handbook and
blank-screen CRT. Speed and accuracy were measured. Speed
did not differ significantly among the four experimental
conditions, but the fifth unaided condition was significantly
slower. No significant differences in accuracy appearpd.
However, over 80% of the total input errors were discoverd +o
be typs-s of error which are not detectable by present
automated error-checking routines.

Swartzendruber, L., Incp, F., Williqes, R. C. and Roscoe, S. N.
Two linear rate-field displays. Human_ ragtEs, 1971, 1_,
569-575.

An airspeed display and a lateral displacement (runway)
display, arranged vertically and horizontally, respectively,
were concurrently tracked by relatively inexperienced nilots
usi- q a Jo- stick. On each display the primary indicator was

3mall band which moved lengthwise. A noire-pattern rate
field (PF) moved alongside and with the primary. rach of
four experlmental conditions included toth primary indicators
and (a) no rate fields, (b) the airspeed rate field only, (c)
the runway rate field only, or (d) both rate fields.
Response measures for each display included (a) latency of
initial response, (b) control reversals, and (c) root-mean-
square (RMS) tracking error. Rate fields decreased RMS error
for the runway display. latency was briefer, but morp
reversals occurred on the airspeed display than on the runway
display. Rate fields anparently serve an attention gatherinq
function, but this cannot be fully investiqate4 until optimum
direction-of-motion relations are determined.
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Taylor, R. W. an-comuter input-output techniques. IFFE T rans-
aQctons on Human 1Fac oq ja lectonics, 1967, HV=_8 1-4.

In settinq the stage for the papers which follow, '+' r- r
discussion in this paper of some problems of terminoloy
concerning multiple-access, on-line, irteractive man-compu*-r
systomr. It presents three viewpoin t s from which to rxam!rc
man-computer interactions. The first visvpoin* is one of h-
intesrnal representation of a problem within a machine. Tho
second is concerned with the nalure of the surfaca struct-rp

' cf the system through which the user and the computer
interac'. Applications provide +he third viewpoint from
which man-compu~er systems mus t be examined. Th- rimaiinc
sever papers of the issue are briefly discussed. This
discussion raises questions of comparative qvaluation and
auartiative description of man-comouter systems. Problems
cf instrumentation and measuremen +  of man-computer Sysrtems
are important problems upon which very li tle work his bmar
don .

Teitelmar, W. PII.OT: A step toward man-computer symbiosis.

Cambridge, Massachusetts: Massachusetts Tns+itute of
Tecinoloqy, Report No. MAC-TP-32, September, 1966.

PILOT is a programming system constructed in LISP. It is
designed to facilitate the development of programs by sasinq
the familiar sequerce: write some more code, run +he procram
again, etc. As a program becomes more complex, making thasp
changes becomes harder and harder because +he implications of
changes are hardor to anticipatp. In +he PILOT system, the
computer plays an active role in this evolutionary process !y
Providing 1he means whereby chanoes can be effec+-d
immediately, and in ways that seem natural to the user. Tha
user of PILOT feels -hat he is oivinq advice or makinq
suaestions, to the computer about the operation cf his
pronrams, and that the system then performs the work
necessary. The PILOT system is 'bus an in+erfacP between th-
user ar his program, mcni'oriq both the requests of the
user and the operation of his program. The user may easily
modify the PILOT system itself by giving it advice about its
own oppration. This allows him to develop his own lanquage
and to shift aradually onto PILOT the burden of performi-a
routire but incrpasinqly complicated tasks.
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Thomas, J. C. A method for studying matural language dialoaue.
Yorktown Heights, New York: IBM Thomas J. Wa~son Rpsearcb
Center, Pehavioral Sciences Group, Computer Sciercf
Department, Report No. RC 5882 (#25427), February, 1976.

This report describes progress on an experimental technique
for studying apolication-specific dialogues. In this
tecbnique, a user interacts via typed messages with a second
person who is simulating a computerized natural language
interface. The dialogues are all concerned with ordr-
handlirg and invoicing: however, they are collected in three
different situations. The user is variously att emptinq to
describp, understand, or diagnose an order-hardlinq and
invoicing system. Preliminary results indicate some of the
ways in which the specific user task (pragmatics) influences
dialogue features. The importance and complexity of having a
natural language interface understand comments about the
communicators and +he communicatior itself as illustrated.

Thomas, 3. C. Quantifiers and question-asking. Yorktown Heights,
New York: TBM Thomas J. Watson Research center, Behavioral
Sciences Group, Computer Science Department, Report No. PC
5866 (#25388), February, 1976.

Data concerning the use of univarsal quantifiers in question-
asking is presented. These data were collected in a variety
cf procedures usinq nonprogrammers. These non-programmers
variously translated English questions into a query lanquaqpe,
generated their own English questions, translat-d Venn
diagrams into English or vice versa, gave Judgements abou+
the consistency of two Erglish statements, or manually lookqd
up answers to questions. Subjects showed considerable
difficulty with the logician's notations of set relations
(except disjunction) on all tasks. Th- interpretations given
quantified sentences varied between subjects on a given task
and even within a subject, between tasks. Generally
speakinq, subjects gave interpretations consistent with
quantified natural language questions or Venn diagrams but
not equivalent to them. Subjects used explicit set
specifications rarely in spontaneous rnglish.
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Thomas, J. C. A desion-intprprptation analysis of natural Enqlisb
wit' applications to man-computr r interaction. Yorktown
Heiqhts, New York: IBM Thomas J. Watson Pesearch T.aboratrrv,
Behavicral Sciences Group, Computer Science Departmer,
Report No. RC 65P1 (#28392), June, 1977.

many behavioral scientists and most designers of man-computer
Interfaces view communicatior in a certain way. This
viewpoint includes the implicit belief that communication
from system A to system B essentially involves the encodinq
cf some internal s+ate in system A into an external statement
for transmission to system R decodes this message and changes
its internal skate, Communication is considered eqood' to +ho
extent that there is an isomorphism between the interral
states of the two systems after the message has been sent.
This paper argues that this view is inadequate both for ar
understandinq of communication between two persons and as a
theoretical foundation for any kind of man-computzr
interaction, particularly in natural language. Empirical
results supportinq this proposition are reported. Tn
addition, an alternative view of the communication process is
outlined. This view stresses the game-theoretic aspects of
communication, the importance of viewinq message-uildinq as
a constructive (rather than translational) process, 'hc
importance of metacomments, the multiplicitv of charnnel
involved in human natural lanquaqe communication, and
stresses that, under certain conditions, the 'vagueness,'
'fuzziness' and ambiguity of natural lanquage are assets, no+
liabilities. The paper corcludes by discussing some ways
these ideas could serve as possible quidelines for the desian
of man-computer Interfaces. K major purpose of the paper is
to encourage the expression of alternative views on these
issues.
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Thomas, J. C. and Gould, J. D. A psychological study of query by
example. Yorktown Heights, New York: TPM Thomas J. Vatson
Research Center, Behavioral S.ciences Group, Computer Science
Department, Report No. RC 5124, November. 1974.

Thirty-nine non-programmers were auah . Zloof's ouery by
Example systom in order to provide behavioral da+a prior to
implementation. This training took less than *hree hours.
Then subjects were given 40 test questions in Enlish which
they translated into Query By Example. Subjects also
recorded the time to write each query and their confidarrce
about being correct. Sixty-seven per cert of the queries
were writton correctly. Subjects averaged 1.8 minut-s to
write queries. Query difficulty could largely be predictad
from a linear regression based on objective complexiy
measures. Confidence rating was also an excellen predictor
of query difficulty. Subjects had difficulty witi
quantification but little trouble wth linking variables,
conjunctions, or disjunctions. In a two-week re-test, four
of six subjects showed nearly perfoct retention of tho system
rules. Recommendations to help prevent certair error types
are made.

Topmiller, D. A. man-machine command-control-communication
simulation studies in the Air Force. Wright-Patterscn AF8,
Ohio: Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Report No.
AMRL-TR-76-122, 1976.

This paper reviews and summarizes approximately 15 vpars of
man-machine simulation research In command, control and
communication systems conducted by this laboratory.
Summaries of decision aiding techriques for tactical command
decision making conducted at Ohio State University are made.
Descriptions and summary findings of C3 simulations for the
BUIC III, AWACS, and RPVs are presented. A comparisor of
results obtained with real-time operator-in-the-loop
simulations with computer simulations using a Systems
Intsgrated Network of Tasks (SAINT) model predictions were
illustrated to demonstrate the power and utility of iterating
computer simulation with real-time simulations.
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Treu, S. A computer terminal network for transparent stimulation
of the user of an on-line retrieval system, Washington, D.
C.: National Bureau of Standards, Report No. NBS-TN-732.

A computer terminal network to enable 'transparent
stimulation' of tie user of an on-line retrieval svst-m )-Rr

beer desiqned, implemented, and pilot tested. Its basic
purposp is to provide a sui+able and effective framework and
methodology for PxDerimental identification/validation of
those human characteristics which should he
recoqnized/reinforced in man-computer interface design. The
rationale behind the transparent stimulation approach is
prosented and the methodoloqy employed for such real-im,
unobtrusive scanning and manipulation of the man-compu r
dialogue is described. A qeneral overview of the hardwarc
and software features of the implemented stimulation network
is ircluded.

Uttal, V. P. "Basic Black" in computer interfaces for
psychological research. Beh agl t _sejrgh fetho!Ls a nd
jais_lmjan, 1968, 1 (1), 35-40.

In this paper we present the specifications of a sat of
interface components able to connect a digital computer to
any of a larqP number of psychological experiments. VP
believe this set to be nearly inclusive of most of the rpeds
of current computer controlled psycholoqical research. The
function and special requirements of each of the devices is
described and a block diagram presented. Specific details of
electronics construction are not discussed.
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Valther, G. H. Th. on-line user-computer irterface: Thf effec*s
of interface-flexibility experlerce, and terminal-'vDP on
usor-sa*isfication and performance. Unnublishid 4o-otra1
dissartation, The "niversity of Texas, &us~in, Texas, Anau?',
1973.

There has been a recent recoqrition by systems desiqrnrs of
the necessity for considering the needs and preferences of
the user of on-line computers. Very little empirical
evidencp exists for guiding 'user-oriented' .esiqn efforts.
In this study, two levels of irterface flexibility, +he
user's prior. experience or-line, and terminal type were
investigated as possible determinants of user satisfaction
and performance. The task consiste6 of text correction with
an on-line text editor. A general linear models statistical
technique controlled for the effects of measurable but
uncontrollable variables. Interface flexibility,
operationalized as alternatives to the user, is not uniformly
effective in producing optimal performance for all ns-rs, nor
in producinq optimal perceptions of satisfaction. An attempt
was made to specify the kinds of users for whom flexibility
is 'best'.
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Williqes, R. C. Automation of performance measuremcnt. qy!osium
procmeR!ns: a!oduct! nlha men: ixro _-
erf C.uErane a ssessment in Navl t Sa fli 'To,
California, October 12-1U, 1977, Icl-167.

Detailed prediction schemes of operator performanc* do nt
exist even thougqh there is a videspread requirim:int fir
quantitative performance measures throughout the life cvcle
of personnel sys+ems. Some approaches to quantitativo
performance measurement are reviewed, and a description of a
rrototype performance assessment system based on polynomial
regression prediction equations is presented. -hese
equa ions can be used to determine tradeoffs in system
desian, to optimize personrel performance through the
appropriate design of tasks, to isolate potential trairinq
requirements, and to provide a comparison standarl for
assessing personnel readiness in operational systems. Tr
addition, a discussion is provided on +he use of an automatpe
performance measurement scbema to mnhance perqonnal
effectiveness by embedded performance measurement,
evolutionary system operation, and the development of
appropriate job aids. Several unresolved issues dealing with
future analytical and researcb nPeds are nresented. Thbs -

issues include the developmert of a prototype assessmqn+
system, an investigation of efficient stratiqles for data
collection, the ccnside!ration of the appropriate candidatfe
systems for automated performance measurement, and thp cost
effectiveness of such measurement systems. It was concluded
that current advances in behavioral research methodology now
make it feasible to consider the devolopment of a complax,
automated performance measurement system. Once this syst-
exists, it can be used to generate a realistic data base of
complex human perfcrmance from which meaninqful
generalizations car be made.
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Williqes, P. C. Experimental desigrs for invastigatinq human
operator/macbine systems. Proeg e .js of the 21st alfnua
_eetin o_ the uman Factors Socif, San Frincisco,
California, October 17-20, 1977, 462-466.

To increase thp qeneralizability of the results, a huma.,
factors specialist must consider a large number of factors
simultaneously when inwestigating complex human
operator/machine systems. When complex multifactor
experiments are necessary, the resulting number of treatment
conditions and cost of conductinq the study quickly becomes
unvwlldy if traditional, completely-crossed, factorial
designs are used. Several data reduction desiqns are
reviewed as potential alternatives to solve the
generalizability/cost dilemma. These alternatives include
sinqle observation factorial designs, hierarchical designs,
blocking desiqns, fractional factorial desiqns, and central-
composite designs. Each of these alternatives should be part
of a clearly formulated research strategy in which thp
experimenter efficiently collects data in stages, completes a
thorough and careful pretesting, determines the real-vorld
constraints dictated by the research problem, and selects thp
necessary design modifications based on these real-vorld
constraints.
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